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Preface

This book discusses the scientific and technical principles underpinning the 
major energy storage technologies, including traditional and new battery 
systems, such as lithium, redox flow, and regenerative batteries as well as bio-
electrochemical processes. It discusses the significant advancements that have 
been achieved in the development of methods and materials for various storage 
systems.

The first section discusses the higher power regenerative battery discharger for 
nuclear power plants and provides information on energy storage and conver-
sion devices, integration of devices and systems to communicate, recent prog-
ress on current technologies, and ideas for the next generation. This section also 
discusses redox flow batteries with emphasis on graphite-filled thermoplastic-
based composites.  This composite is a suitable material for bipolar plates in 
redox flow battery applications. Unlike metals, composite plates can provide 
exceptional resistance to the highly aggressive chemical environment at elevated 
temperatures in combination with an electrochemical potential in battery 
operation.

The second section discusses the present structure of the lithium-ion supply 
chain, with an emphasis on raw material production, as well as the need for and 
problems connected with getting enough financing in an industry that has not 
seen rapid expansion. This section also details the role of electrolytes in Li-ion 
batteries. Most of the electrolytes utilized minimize internal resistance. However, 
they are not electrochemically stable and have caused serious issues such as 
electrode reactivity, dissolution of electrode ions, leakage, volatility, and rapid 
Li dendrite development. Hence an ionic liquid (IL)-based polymer electrolyte is 
used over liquid electrolyte in which the IL acts as a plasticizer and improves ionic 
conductivity and amorphicity. Because of their excellent thermal and electro-
chemical stability, these electrolytes can be utilized in high-voltage Li batteries. 
Furthermore, their mechanical stability aids in the suppression of Li dendrite 
development. As a result, polymer electrolytes may pave the way for a new era in 
battery applications.

The third and final section addresses the concepts, accomplishments, and potential 
trends in energy generation by microbial fuel cells (MFCs), as well as processes in 
biotechnology and wastewater treatment by microbial electrolysis cells. MFCs have 
received a lot of attention due to their moderate operating conditions and use of a 
range of biodegradable substrates as fuel to create a lot of energy or efficiently treat 
pollutants. To demonstrate their performance, the issues faced by the electrode 

XII
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materials need to be addressed. Hence this section also discusses electrode materials 
and their functions.

This book is useful for students and teachers alike for its thoughtful account of core 
concepts.
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Chapter 1

Design of High Power
Regenerative Battery Discharger
System for Nuclear Power Plant
Kudiyarasan Swamynathan, N. Sthalasayanam and
M. Sridevi

Abstract

In a Nuclear Power reactor, safety loads are backed by standby battery system.
The healthiness of the battery is very essential requirement and prominent attention
is given to availability and reliability of battery supply in nuclear plants. Hence
regular monitoring and testing the performance of the battery is a prime require-
ment. The capacity and load cycle discharge testing of the battery is done annually
and the current system employed is to discharge the battery current through resis-
tor banks, which results in unusable power consumption and is uneconomical. The
growing trend in power electronics field has given the new technology of
regenerating the dissipated power to grid. This paper proposes a high power elec-
tronic regenerative technology with high efficiency, low harmonics to pump the dc
power to the grid. Though, it is available at lower rating in industry, the paper
proposes a high power regenerative discharge system. The topology selected is
interleaved boost converter interfaced to a three phase grid connected inverter.
The challenges involved are high power operation, steep current discharges with a
minimal interference to the normal plant operation power supplies during the
regeneration. This paper also presents the system design and simulation results.

Keywords: Regenerative battery discharger, Interleaved Boost Converter, Grid
connected Inverter, harmonics reduction, nuclear safety load

1. Introduction

In nuclear power plants, the batteries and DC power system plays a prominent
role in the reactor safety and shutdown. Hence the preventive maintenance and
testing the capability of battery to cater the safety loads during power failure are
done regularly as per nuclear standards. There is requirement of performing C10
and HRD discharging the batteries. The growing trend of large capacity NPP’s being
installed worldwide has increased the battery ratings substantially, resulting the
discharge testing requirements to high current and voltage levels [1]. In conven-
tional plants, resistor banks employed for discharging battery has resulted in power
loss, hence there is a need to use the regenerate power electronics system in the
battery application. Even though Low power discharge systems are available in the
current scenario, the discharging of high power battery systems for higher currents
and shorter duty cycles is the motivation behind this paper [2, 3]. The system
employs two phase interleaved boost converter to step up the connected battery
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voltage level from (48–360)V DC to 560 V DC as shown in Figure 1. The boost
converter topology is selected to ensure minimum DC ripples in the inverter dc bus.

The boost converter is modularized into two independent 50% power units and
they are independently connected to 2 X 50% two level 415 V Inverter.

Accordingly the boost converter is designed in the modular approach, with two
sets of 3 X 100A boost converter to provide required current rating as shown in
Figure 2. The Grid connected inverter discharges the power to Grid by converting
DC to AC. The output isolation transformers in the inverter reduce the third har-
monic component and also provide isolation between grid and the plant system.

2. Regenerative power electronics topology

2.1 High power load cycles of batteries

The plant consist of the following battery banks for the reactor safety loads in
the range of 48 V DC, 220 V DC, 360 V DC. Following are the various battery bank
capacities with various DC voltage ranges as shown in Table 1.

Figure 1.
Block diagram of grid connected regenerative discharger system.

Figure 2.
Schematic of regenerative battery discharge system.
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In the nuclear power plant the load cycle is more complex when compared with
other conventional plants [4]. A typical example of load cycle is given in Table 2.

2.2 DC-DC converter topology

The topology selected for our application is dual phase Interleaved Boost Con-
verter (IBC). Interleaving is a method of multi-phasing in which two converters are
connected in parallel. In interleaved boost converters, the number of phases has a
significant impact on the current ripple [5, 6]. Though ripple content reduces with
increase in the number of phases, the power circuit, on the other hand, the com-
plexity of the circuit and triggering signals will be increase [7].

In this paper, a two-phase interleaved boost converter is selected as DC-DC
Converter topology [8]. In a two-phase converter, there are two Output stages that
are driven 180 degrees out of phase as shown in Figure 3. By splitting the current
into two parallel paths, conduction losses can be reduced, leading to improved
efficiency compared to a single-phase converter. The ripple generated from switch
S1 and complimentary switch S2 cancels each other [9, 10]. Employing coupled
inductors in this topology adds to the advantage of the input current-ripple cancel-
ation from magnetic coupling between the phases. The frequency of the current
ripple is twice for two phase IBC than the conventional boost converter [11]. The

Voltage (V) Ampere hour (Ah) No. of sets

48 V 800 Ah 4

48 V 1600 Ah 4

220 V 650 Ah 4

220 V 2400 Ah 2

220 V 3500 Ah 2

360 V 1900 Ah 4

Table 1.
Various batteries with different voltage rating and capacity available in the plant.

Discharge current
duration (minutes)

Battery bank voltage (volts) and capacity (Ah)

48 V
800 Ah

48 V
1600 Ah

220 V
650 Ah

220 V
2400 Ah

220 V
3500 Ah

360 V
1900 Ah

Current (Amps)

0–1 200 500 350 600 600A for
240 min

522A for
60 min

1–10 200 500 100 290

10–15 200 500 150 290

15–16 200 500 150 590

16–30 200 500 150 590

30–60 50 100 50 590

60–240 50 100 50 20

240–840 25 50 10 20

840–841 — — 20 50

Table 2.
The load demanded with required time duration of all battery banks available in the plant.
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converter must be able to operate over a wide input-voltage range (40-400 V) to
accommodate batteries of different voltages (48 V, 220 V, 360 V). Because of the
wide input range, the converter also must be able to operate with a wide input-
voltage to output-voltage ratio [12].

The controller sets the pre-set duty cycle as input for converter switching as the
input voltage to converter is selected by the operator. The output voltage of the
boost converter is fixed to 560 VDC for providing required DC bus voltage for the
inverter module. The main design consideration of this converter is done with
respect to the battery’s end bank voltage [13]. During discharging of batteries, as the
battery reaches the end bank voltage, the voltage boosting has to be done by the
converter for the reduced input voltage to maintain a steady DC bus at inverter
input and has to supply the rated current at the output. This design consideration is
implemented through dynamic duty cycle variation based on the input DC voltage
feedback to the converter [14, 15]. Switching frequency of the converter is selected
nominally at 10 kHz and the duty cycle for the switching is selected as per the
input-voltage equations of a traditional boost converter. The inductors selected for
the converter is uncoupled type.

Figure 3.
Schematic of boost converter.

Figure 4.
Schematic of two level inverter systems.
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2.3 Grid connected inverter topology

2 X 100kVA IGBT (Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor) based inverter at the DC
boost converter output operates in synchronism with Grid supply.

Two power stacks for each phase is designed for effective load sharing and
thereby reduced heat dissipation [16]. The switching frequency of inverter is
selected at 1 kHz. Sinusoidal PWM algorithm is implemented for generating
inverter switching pulses. There are two inverters each rated 50% capacity
(100KVA) connected parallel sharing the load. Inverter-1 is fed from Group-1 DC
Boost converter and Inverter-2 is fed from Group-2 Boost converter. In case of
failure of one inverter, the 50% load can be taken up by the second inverter. The
topology of two level inverter is selected to reduce the complexity in inverter
design. The output harmonics primarily 5th and 7th harmonic components are
reduced with the help of LC Filter as shown in Figure 4. The 415/415 V output
isolation Δ-Δ transformer eliminates third harmonics in the output. The inverter is
in synchronized to grid during operating conditions. The battery power is delivered
to grid with the help of inverter synchronized to grid supply.

3. Circuit parameter design

The design of interleaved boost converter is very similar to traditional boost
converter design.

3.1 Duty cycle (D)

Generally output voltage equation of any conventional boost converter is given
in (1), Duty cycle for any input and output voltages can be represented as (2),

VO ¼ Vd
1�Dð Þ (1)

D ¼ Vo–Vdð Þ
Vo

(2)

Boost converter to work with three different input voltages 48 V, 220 V, and
360 VDC respectively as represented below,

D48V = Dmax = (560–48) / 560 = 0.914.
D220V = (560–220) / 560 = 0.607.
D360V = Dmin = (560–360) / 560 = 0.357

3.2 Current ripple (ΔIO)

Each Boost Converter is designed for 30KW Power rating.
Load current IO = Output power /Output voltage
IO = 33 x 103 /560 = 59A.
For D < 0.5

Iorms ¼ Io
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D 1� Dð Þp

2 1�Dð Þ (3)

For D > 0.5
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Iorms ¼
Io

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
2 2D� 1ð Þ 2� 2Dð Þ

q

2 1�Dð Þ (4)

By using (3) and (4), Output rms current is arrived for all modes as below.
Iorms (48 V) = 91.52 A.
Iorms (220 V) = 21.72 A.
Iorms (360 V) = 21.98 A.
Considering ΔIO load current ripple to be 8% of output current. For evaluation,

maximum duty cycle, in this case for input 48 VDC Input mode, current ripple (ΔIO)
is arrived to be 7.2 A. For other duty cycles also, ΔIO can be arrived in similar lines [17].

3.3 Inductor value

For device switching frequency set at 10 kHz. The inductance parameter can be
calculated as below.

Switching Time Ts = 1/fs.
= 1/10 kHz = 100 μs.

L≥
VinDmaxTsð Þ

2ΔIo
(5)

For Vin = 48 V & D max = 0.914.
Substituting the values of Vin & D max in (5),
L ≥ (48)(0.914)(10�4) / 14.
L ≥ 313 μH.
The inductance parameter is selected to be greater than 313 μH, so the optimized

design value is 368 μH considering design tolerances.

3.4 Capacitance value

The capacitor selection is decided based on voltage ripple at output. Considering
ΔVO output voltage ripple to be 1 V.

For D = 0.914.

C≥
VODð Þ

R ΔVOFs
(6)

Substituting the values of Vo & D max in (6),

C = (560) (0.914) / (100*1*105).
C ≥ 102 μF.
For D = 0.357.
C ≥ 199 μF.
For D = 0.607.
C ≥ 45 μF.

The capacitance parameter is selected to be greater than 200 μF. considering 5%
margin, capacitance value arrived at 210 μF.

4. Simulation studies

The Boost converter circuit and two level Inverter circuit were simulated with
the PLECS & PSIM power electronics simulation tools. The simulation parameters
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were decided based on the design parameters and various input voltage selections as
tabulated in Table 3 [18].

The Schematic of converter circuit for all the input voltages are designed and
typical 48 V DC Input simulation circuit is shown in Figure 5 [19]. The switching
patterns of two IGBTs (S1, S2) used in the two phase IBC is shown in Figure 5 [20].
The phase shift between the two phase limbs is 180 degrees.

For all the three modes and the output of 560 V DC was achieved and
corresponding output voltage, inductor currents and input current were obtained
graphically [21]. The 48 V Input DC circuit is simulated for duty cycle of 0.9142 and
the results are represented in Figure 6 [22].

The output voltage obtained for 48 V DC input circuit in simulation has very low
ripple voltage content within 1 Volt [23]. The inductor current ripple is 30% and the
input current ripple is 15%, which are well within design limits. Similarly, the duty
cycle ‘D’ is varied for input voltages 220 VDC and 360 V DC as per the Table 3 and
the corresponding graphical results are shown in Figures 7 and 8 [24].

The simulation results show very less ripple in input current and voltage com-
pared to any conventional boost converter [25]. The Inverter design parameters
were arrived with conventional methods, output LC Filter is designed for reducing
higher order harmonics at output current and smoothening the output current. The
simulation parameters are tabulated in Table 4.

Figure 5.
Schematic of interleaved boost converter with 48 V input.

Parameter Input voltages

48 V 220 V 360 V

L1/L2 368 μH 368 μH 368 μH

C 210 μF 210 μF 210 μF

Duty Cycle 0.9142 0.607 0.357

Switching Frequency 10KHz 10KHz 10KHz

Table 3.
Simulation parameters for interleaved boost converter.
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Figure 7.
Waveforms of interleaved boost converter with 220 V input.

Figure 6.
Waveforms of interleaved boost converter with 48 V input.
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The Schematic of inverter simulation circuit with the PWM Generators is given
in Figure 9 and corresponding output voltage waveforms as obtained from simula-
tion is shown in Figure 10 [26, 27].

The FFT of output AC Voltage is shown in Figure 11. Figure 11 also shows
harmonic spectra in the waveform. The predominant harmonics in two level
inverters are 5th and 7th harmonics, which is reduced by incorporating LC Filter at
output [28]. The Δ-Δ Isolation Transformer at output gives circulating path for
third harmonics zero sequence currents and thereby resulting very less third

Figure 8.
Waveforms of interleaved boost converter with 360 V input.

Parameter Values

Dc Bus Input 560 VDC

Output ‘C’ 132 μF

Output ‘L’ Choke 380 μH

Δ-Δ Transformer 415/415 V

Switching Frequency 1KHz

Modulation Index ‘M’ 0.8

Table 4.
Simulation parameters for inverter.
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harmonic output to load [29]. THD at output is calculated to be 7.2% as tabulated in
Table 5 [30].

5. Design parameter verification

All Design parameters were successfully verified in our simulation and the
verification table is given in Table 6.

6. Challenges in simulation of high power converter

The very advantage of using interleaved converters for reducing the current and
voltage ripple resulted in low design value of capacitances. However incorporating

Figure 9.
Simulation of two level inverter systems

Figure 10.
Waveform of inverter O/P voltage.
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Figure 11.
FFT output of inverter output voltage.

Harmonic number Percentage %

3rd 1 .2

5th 7.36

7th 5.47

9th 5.35

THD 7.2

Table 5.
Percentage harmonics in output voltage.

Parameter Input voltages

48 V 220 V 360 V

BOOST CONVERTER

Input Current Ripple 17% 20% 21%

Output voltage 560 V 560 V 560 V

Output voltage ripple 0.8 V 0.8 V 0.8 V

Duty Cycle 0.914 0.607 20.357

INVERTER

Output voltage 415 V � 5%

Output current 150A

THD 7.2%

Table 6.
Design parameter verification of regenerative discharger.
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two large inductances in both the switch stacks results in a real challenge in design
as well as for simulation models. The simulation parametrization were calculated
and designed for continuous conduction mode of inductor currents.The uncoupled
inductor model is taken up for reducing the complexity in simulation.

7. Conclusion

The periodic testing and discharging the batteries to ensure the capacity and
availability of battery systems is mandatory in nuclear power plants. The batteries
of large power capacity are discharged with the regenerative technology to the grid
by utilizing this technique. The design intents of lower current ripple and output
voltage ripples is realized with the interleaved boost converter topology. The Har-
monics in AC Output is well minimized with the help of optimum LC Filter design.
This paper is conceptual base for designing high power battery regenerate discharge
system without disturbance to normal plant operation with grid. A 100A Boost
converter prototype model was assembled and was paralleled with 6 similar units
for 600A Current capacity. Thus, the proposed design has a huge capacity to deliver
energy savings, output voltage and current regulations with very minimum net
harmonics for wide range of discharge currents and voltages.
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Chapter 2

Key Components in the  
Redox-Flow Battery: Bipolar Plates 
and Gaskets – Different Materials 
and Processing Methods for Their 
Usage
Thorsten Hickmann, Toni Adamek, Oliver Zielinski  
and Thorsten Derieth

Abstract

Graphite filled thermoplastic based composites are an adequate material for 
bipolar plates in redox flow battery applications. Unlike metals, composite plates 
can provide excellent resistance to the highly aggressive chemical environment at 
elevated temperatures in combination with an electrochemical potential in battery 
operation. The chapter therefore gives an overview of the most important require-
ments for the graphite-plastic composite material and thus also for the bipolar 
plates, as well as the different characterization methods of the bipolar plates. In the 
following, both the modern composite materials based on polypropylene (PP) and 
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) and their general properties are described with a 
focus on improved long-term stability. Furthermore, recycling is also considered. 
One section is dedicated to seals, which - as so often - are an underestimated 
component of redox flow batteries. In this gasket part of the chapter, the most 
common materials and interactions between gaskets and other stack components 
are presented, as well as the material properties, characterization and processing 
methods of the gaskets.

Keywords: bipolar plate (BPP), gasket, graphite compound, composite,  
graphite plate, polypropylene (PP), polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF),  
ethylene-propylene-dien-monomer (EPDM), fluoroelastomer (FKM)

1. Introduction

Redox flow batteries (RFB) are electrochemical reactors suitable for storing 
electrical energy by chemical reactions [1]. Depending on the technology used, this 
reaction can take place at elevated temperatures and/or in aggressive media, with an 
electrochemical potential superimposed. In recent years, the technical requirements 
on materials and components of the reactor of the Redox flow battery have there-
fore become more and more demanding. The battery unit consists of many stacked 
cells which are connected in series to a Flow battery stack. Each cell in turn consists 
of various components such as the proton exchange membrane, seals, frames and 
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the conductive bipolar plate which provides the connection from cell to cell up to 
the end of the stack where the generated current is collected.

RFBs, in particular vanadium redox flow batteries (VRFBs), have now reached 
a considerable degree of technical maturity and the systems are available on the 
market through many suppliers. However, due to a high remaining cost structure - 
partly due to a lack of economies of scale - the profitable market introduction of flow 
batteries still suffers from a high market acceptance.

On the one hand the membrane is considered the heart of a redox flow bat-
tery. On the other hand, the bipolar plate is one of the key components of an 
RFB. However, the Bipolar plate is important, since the plate has an impact on the 
complete systems, as far as total dimensions, total weight, thermal and electrical 
properties of the stack and thus of the system is determined by the bipolar plate 
technology [2].

As already mentioned, the chemical conditions for the materials used in redox 
flow batteries are challenging [3]. Most systems are operated between 40°C and 
60°C in a liquid of dissolved vanadium salts in sulfuric acid. Besides the Vanadium-
technology, there also some other technologies (metallobased or organic RFBs), 
which will not be further considered.

Due to these harsh conditions, superimposed by an electrochemical potential, 
graphite-based bipolar plates with polymeric binders are used in almost all appli-
cations in these battery stacks. The graphite composite plates are an unbeatable 
material in terms of stability under the above-mentioned corrosive conditions, and 
the cost-intensive coated metal plates have no chance.

They have been operated very adequately several times over the years. However, 
due to an intrinsic fragility caused by a high filling load with graphite, graphite 
composite plates require a greater thickness than metal plates, resulting in more 
weight and volume of the stack. From a cost point of view, the membrane is cer-
tainly considered the dominant part of the redox flow battery stack. However, the 
bipolar plates tend to be underestimated both in terms of their technical require-
ments and, in particular, their contribution to the cost structure.

Graphite composite based bipolar plates are manufactured using highly filled 
compounds [2]. They contain fillers like graphite and/or other electrically conductive 
carbons incorporated in polymers performing as a gluing binding matrix. The key 
challenge is the competing interaction between electrical conductivity - achieved by 
the carbon component - and mechanical stability as well as liquid tightness which is 
provided by the binding polymer.

The compounding process is the first step to produce highly filled, electrically 
and thermally conductive pellets for the subsequently following step of forming 
bipolar plates.

Both compounding and molding processes, which can be injection molding, 
compression molding or continuously extrusion, are very sensitive to process 
parameters and need to be carefully controlled. The objective is to manufacture 
bipolar plates in large volumes and high quality more or less like standard plastic 
parts. Only by using price cost attractive materials and the consequent focus on 
process automation by higher volume, the bipolar plate can contribute significantly 
to a better market acceptance of RFB.

Besides the bipolar plate, the gasket is a very important component of the 
battery stack and tends to be heavily underestimated. It plays a key role in the 
mechanical properties of the stack. Inappropriately selected gasket materials may 
cause cracks in the bipolar plates or may affect the membrane-structure negatively. 
Despite the fact that the gasket has to seal the stack, the cooperation with other 
stack components and their cumulative tolerance effects have to be on focus for the 
stack design and for the operation of its.
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The same which is evident for each component is also obviously for the gasket; 
they have to be cost attractive. Therefore, in some research projects, it is the objec-
tive is to suspend gaskets completely and use welding or bonding processes instead.

Technically, the bipolar plate of a RFB stack has to accomplish the following 
functions [3, 4]:

• conduct electrical current,

• conduct heat and distribute coolant in a eventually incorporated cooling flow 
field,

• provide mechanical stability of the stack,

• prevent permeation and leakage

However, the functions of the gasket are completely different. The main func-
tions of gaskets in a RFB stack are [5, 6]:

• sealing and leakage prevention of anode and cathode area,

• sealing and leakage prevention of cooling plates,

• compensate tolerances and dimensional changes during stack-assembling 
caused by interaction with all stack components.

2. Technical requirements of bipolar plates and gaskets

Based on the technical functions described above, a comparison to other 
technologies is necessary: The Fuel Cells: The US department of energy (DoE) 
suggested development targets for fuel cell components as shown in the Table 1 for 
bipolar plates [8]. Although these data are based on communication and data from 

Technical property Units Targeted value

Plate weight kg
kW

< 0.4

Electrical conductivity
Depending on type

S
cm

> 100

Thermal conductivity W
m K⋅

> 10

Flexural strength MPa > 34

Shore D hardness > 40

Temperature resistance
Thermo-mechanical 
test

C° > 70

Acid uptake
Depends on application 
or technology

low

Table 1. 
Benchmarks for bipolar plates in redox-flow applications defined by DoE [7] and experiences from customer 
requirements from Eisenhuth GmbH & Co. KG.
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conventional low temperature PEM fuel cell developers, most of the targeted values 
can be directly transferred to Redox-Flow technology.

Additionally, the chemical resistance of the bipolar plate can be characterized 
by measuring the corrosion current under a potential typical for RFB and using 
sulfuric acid or something suitable (depending on application as an electrolyte). 
The detailed parameters and development objectives of this corrosion test are 
still subject to technical discussions and depend on the anticipated application of 
the plate. A similar table of functional requirements can be set-up also for gasket 
materials in RFB.

The gasket material has to be resistant against the selected electrolyte and 
environment under operating conditions. This is qualified for example by compari-
son the mechanical properties of recently produced and altered samples. It has to be 
noted that the values mentioned in Table 2 are for orientation and refer to standard 
elastomer materials available on the market. Based on these technical requirements, 
an appropriate feedstock respectively materials for both bipolar plates and gaskets 
have to be selected.

3. General concepts of bipolar plate manufacturing

As mentioned above, composite bipolar plates consist of a binder polymer, 
which is highly filled with a conductive carbon component. Typical compositions 
are >80 wt.% conductive filler and < 20 wt.% binder polymer. Compounding, pro-
cessing and manufacturing is substantially different from conventional polymers 
due to the high content of filler material in the compound [10]. The function of the 
carbon filler is to provide electrical and thermal conductivity.

Therefore, a three-dimensional percolating carbon structure is required. 
Usually, the main carbon component of the plate is synthetic graphite and the 
second material is carbon black. For producing plates, several options are possible:

Technical 
property

Units Targeted value

Density
3

g
cm

1,15 to 1,5

Electrical 
conductivity
Depending on 
type

S
cm

< 1

Shore D 
hardness

< 70 , preferred value ~ 40

Compression 
set

% < 18

Temperature 
resistance
Thermo-
mechanical test

C° > 70

Chemical 
stability
Depends on 
RFB-type

Resistant against the used chemical environment; no or low changes in properties 
(typically mechanical)

Table 2. 
Proposed benchmarks for gaskets in RFB based on fuel cell requirements [9] and experiences from customer 
requirements from Eisenhuth GmbH & Co. KG.
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• Compression molding

• Injection molding

• Plate Extrusion

• Foil Extrusion

In all methods, after removal from the process certain after treatment proce-
dures may be necessary. Either to remove the ‘skin’ of the mold release agent from 
the surface of the plate or as noted in Derieth et al. [9, 10] to remove an accumula-
tion of polymer from the injection. Or compression molding skin.

3.1 Binder polymers

In general, two different concepts of polymer binders can be applied in bipolar 
plates. First, the binder material can be polymerized or cross-linked in-situ in the 
composite during molding of the plate (resin method). The used polymer is ther-
mosetting, which provides good mechanical properties at elevated temperatures 
and often a relatively easy processing [11].

Second, a thermoplastic polymer material can be used in the compounding 
process (thermoplast method). Since the most materials in RFB are thermoplastic 
materials, in the following the focus will be also in this consideration. The poly-
mer has to be selected with sufficient chemical, mechanical and thermal stability 
(e.g. data from [11]). Several material candidates are available on the market in 
high quality and well-defined configurations for different processing methods 
and applications due to the usage of additives like waxes, minerals or fibers.

Figure 1 shows the well know pyramidal classification for more than a handful 
of popular plastics.

3.2 Graphite materials and fillers

While graphite is generally the major filler for bipolar plates to achieve a suffi-
cient conductivity, several other carbon additives can be employed in order to boost 
conductivity properties of the composite material. Examples for such additives are 
highly conductive carbon nano tubes (CNT), high surface carbon blacks (CB) or 
multi-layer graphene nanoplatelets [7].

Due to its crystalline layer structure graphite is inherently anisotropic in its 
physical properties e.g. electrical conductivity or its mechanical behavior. Electrical 
conductivity is being provided by the mobility of electrons within the graphite 
layers of each platelet. Contrary to the conductivity along the layers, graphite is 
perpendicular to these layers an electrical insulator. Thus, the bipolar plate manu-
facturing process should ‘promote’ different orientations of the platelets forming 
isotropic physical properties of the macroscopic plate material. Some additives 
such as carbon blacks are helpful to increase the number of conductive paths in the 
carbon-polymer-system. The nano-sized carbon blacks do function as a ‘gap-filler’ 
in the insulating polymeric matrix between the micro-sized graphite particles and 
this in consequence increases the overall material conductivity significantly [7].

The overall conductivity in a bipolar plate is generated by a three-dimensional 
percolating network which consists of conductive particles. The carbon-binder 
system is always inhomogeneous and can be considered as a two-phase system of 
conductive carbon paths bonded in a polymer matrix as shown in Figure 2. The 
structure of the material highly depends on the chemical composition and not less 
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important on the kind of the chosen processing-approach (compounding, molding, 
extruding…) and the therefore used parameters. The complete processing chain – 
from the raw material to the molded plate – has to be carefully controlled to ensure 
consistency and reproducibility of the bipolar plates.

Carbon blacks can be formed in the gas phase by thermal decomposition of 
hydrocarbons under different conditions [11] and this results in a broad variety of 

Figure 1. 
The plastics pyramid preferred materials for RFB applications are semi-crystalline materials such as PP, PE 
and PVDF [9].

Figure 2. 
Polarization microscopy of polished surface from bipolar plate with 80 wt.% graphite content. Particles (black) 
are locatable in polymer matrix (white).
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materials with differences in surface area, hydrophobicity and conductivity. The 
different carbon black grades are then available for the adequate application and 
function.

Keeping this in mind it has to be considered that high surface carbons are more 
disposed to (undesired) carbon corrosion effects than graphite-based materials, 
thus their positive conductivity effect has to be balanced against long term stability 
requirements.

Another important aspect of carbon materials is purity. Since most fuel cell 
membranes and catalysts are highly sensitive against contamination with Iron-ions 
and other metal residuals, the raw materials for bipolar plates have to be carefully 
characterized with respect to their contamination level. The carbon or graphite 
type also mainly determines bipolar plate’s properties like porosity, phosphoric 
acid uptake or corrosion and hydrophobicity, both regarding the surface and the 
bulk [11, 12].

3.3 Recycling

At status quo, the amount of waste caused by the production of bipolar plates – 
an inhomogeneous system consisting of plastic and carbon –is significantly higher 
when compared to a fully implemented commodity plastic production process [13]. 
The waste accrues in form of rejects from production, which can be lowered by 
optimization processes, but also in form of gates, which are necessary for produc-
tion and dimensioned by material properties. In addition, the systems in which the 
material is used have a limited lifespan, so the demand of reusage of the parts made 
of graphite compound or the compound itself is conceivable.

On the other hand, there is the possibility to use secondary materials as feed-
stock of the graphite compounds to substitute fully or partially the conventional 
fillers. Conductive fillers like synthetic graphite are valuable resources being pro-
duced via different thermal processes, which are similar to other thermal processes 
e.g. some recycling processes for various other wastes. Some of these processes 
generate in some degree useful carbon materials [13].

Figure 3. 
Scratch of flow diagram for resources from recycling and secondary sources. The primal structure is from plastic 
treatment [14–16]. The obvious barriers are the contaminations and changes in material properties caused by 
multiplied processing.
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These circumstances and opportunities result in an increasing development of 
recycling methods with the consequence of a property upgrade of the carbon by 
combining lower general production costs. In the best case these carbons are suit-
able for bipolar plates. In Figure 3 the principle of the different recycling opportu-
nities are being described.

4. Characterization data of RFB bipolar plate materials

Certainly, the final criteria of success for any bipolar plate is the in-situ control 
of performance and stability under real RFB conditions. However, RFB are highly 
complex systems with numerous sources of inconsistency. Thus, standardized ex-situ 
bipolar plate characterization is required for material development and quality 
control. Several test methods are well established for bipolar plates and some are 
presented below. The list of test methods is not considered to be complete.

4.1 Electrical conductivity measurements (In-plane)

Clearly, electrical conductivity both in-plane and through-plane is one of 
the most important properties of the bipolar plate. Despite most fuel cell (com-
ponent) and battery laboratories have access to electrical conductivity testing 
equipment, by now there is no generally standardized test method for bipolar 
plates for RFB, and comparing results from different sources can show significant 
differences, even though the same samples are tested. One of the main reasons 
may be surface effects and pre-treatment of the sample. As shown in the Figure 4, 
Eisenhuth has implemented a testing system for this application, which is suited 
for local in-plane conductivity testing with the option to measure several times at 
different locations on the plate.

The in-plane conductivity device allows for a conductivity mapping over a 
sample area of 750x300 mm. Thus, the characterizing of the plates with respect to 
the degree of homogeneity during production is possible. Conductivity mapping is 
an important tool both for quality control as well as and furthermore for the mate-
rial and process development.

For graphite composite plates it is well known that compounding and molding 
are highly sensitive to process details and may generate inhomogeneous structures 
on the surface and/or in the inner core of the material. Certainly, the development 
target is a homogeneous distribution of conductivity with only minimal deviations 
between different points on the bipolar plate.

For PPG86 and BMA5 or BMA6 plates the compounding and manufacturing 
process in hot pressing are established and well controlled, and the conductivity 
mapping shows an even distribution. Irregularities in the conductivity are in some 
processes unavoidable because of the process-depending-orientation of the particles 
through different processing influences. For example, in injection molding the filler 
particles orientate differently from the core to the surface of the produced parts, 
which results in different conductivities measured In-plane or through-plane. In 
addition, the regions which will be filled lastly in injection molding show a higher 
average conductivity compared to the gate region.

A conductivity mapping of a second process example for a PPG86 based plate 
is shown in Figure 5. This specific plate is produced by plate extrusion. The border 
area of the plate parallel to the flow direction during the extrusion process seem less 
conductive.

In terms of hot pressing – a process with a certainly low flow – these described 
irregularities are more dependent from the overall process stability and experience 
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of the manufacturer. Development in the field of hot pressing by Eisenhuth GmbH 
& Co. KG in the last years are focused mainly in material research with the aim 
of reaching higher conductivity, larger plate designs and simultaneously easier 
production.

In Table 3 technical properties for bipolar plates made by hot pressing are 
shown. The data is measured with the shown in-plane conductivity measurement 

Figure 4. 
Testing device and method for electrical conductivity measurement at Eisenhuth GmbH & Co. KG.

Figure 5. 
In-plane conductivity mapping of a PPG86 based bipolar plate made by extrusion by another company who 
is also active in the field of redox flow batteries. The material shows a higher resistivity at the outside areas 
caused by the manufacturing-process. The results are corrected with finite size corrections for 4-point probe 
measurements [17].
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device and specimen according DIN EN ISO 527 tested on a universal testing device 
and a microbalance.

The comparison between the results shows that the improvement of the stan-
dard products from Eisenhuth GmbH & Co. KG has led to an increase of the electri-
cal conductivity from around 75%. But the mechanical behavior seems similar. This 
is due to optimizing process parameters and periodic testing of new raw materials.

4.2 Qualification of secondary raw materials by thermogravimetric analysis

As described above the material used for the bipolar plates in RFB applications is 
made out of plastics and conductive fillers like graphite. During RFB operation the 
bipolar plates are exposed to normal temperatures, such as 40°C. Consequently, all 
raw materials used for plate manufacturing have to resist approximately 40°C.

Parallel to the shortage of the raw materials, the Vanadium-RFB technology has 
to compete regarding cost- and technology-aspects to other technologies, in par-
ticular with the lithium ion storage technology. Knowing this background, it is more 
than advisably to look out for alternative materials. Thus, the Eisenhuth GmbH & 
Co. KG is investigating together with a consortium alternative material sources, 
in particular from the recycling sector. Two potential processes which produces 
carbon materials are shown in Figure 6.

Both processes separate carbon in form of agglomerated particles. Tyres consists 
of rubber filled with carbon pigments to strengthen the material. By the oxygen-less 
combustion of tyres the carbon will be released and during the pyrolysis process it 
is being formed to agglomerates.

During methane cracking – a process to produce hydrogen - carbon can agglom-
erate on particles, which function as. The particles consist of contaminations of the 
used feed gas or are part of the used catalyst [17].

The samples are called CB-RC for the tyre recycling carbon black and CB-MC 
for the methane cracking carbon black. Resulting curves of the mass loss over the 
temperature of TGA from different carbon blacks are shown in Figure 7. Samples of 
conventional carbon blacks are called CB-C.

The thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) can be used in order to determine the 
combustion and vaporization temperatures of the materials and allows to quantify 
the contents of different materials in the compound [19].

During TGA a sample is heated under defined conditions such as gas environ-
ment and heating rate. The weight loss as well as the temperature (in correlation to 
the weight loss) of the sample in the oven is being determined. The TGA is used at 
Eisenhuth as an instrument of permanent quality control of the process. It also can 
be used, to get more information about the compound material.

The TGA curves show that the secondary materials contain a high content of 
ash. The influence of the ash is at that point unknown. At best it does not influence 

Technical property values 2018 2020

PPG86 BMA6 PPG86 BMA6

Density (
3

g
cm

) 1.8 2.1 1.8 2.0

Electrical conductivity (
S
cm )

Depending on type

96.2 192.3 185.2 312.5

Flexural strength ( MPa ) 21.1 31.8 22.4 31.7

Table 3. 
Technical properties from databases from Eisenhuth GmbH & Co. KG.
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Figure 6. 
Principle of producing carbon black and graphite from used tires (A) and in a hydrogen production in a 
methane cracking process (B) [13, 16, 18].

Figure 7. 
TGA data from different carbon blacks. Conventional CB (CB-C) and CB from secondary sources (CB-MC 
and CB-RC) are compared. The differences in combustion temperatures and contents of ash are significant.

Carbon black type Average combustion temperature / C° Rest mass (Ash) / %

CB-C-I 784.4 0.13

CB-C-II 691.4 −0.29

CB-MC-I 684.7 8.66

CB-MC-II 666.4 14.86

CB-MC-III 695.8 10.18

CB-RC-I 558.4 19.52

CB-RC-II 541.4 12.45

Table 4. 
Results of TGA from different CB-types. The CB tested are conventional (CB-C), products from methane 
cracking (CB-MC) and products from Tyre recycling (CB-RC). The average combustion temperature is at the 
point of 50% weight loss of the combustible mass.
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or at least it has a minor influence on the properties of the compound respectively 
the plates. In the worst case some critical contaminations are soluble or volatile 
and will damage the system, in which the material is used. The details are shown in 
Table 4. The average combustion temperature is extracted from the curves at the 
point at which 50% of the weight of the combustible mass is lost.

The second that stand out is the difference of the combustion temperatures 
of the tested CB. A lower combustion temperature under the assumption that the 
tested materials consists of similar carbon structures is an indication for a higher 
surface area [20]. It is described that the surface area – normally measured for CB 
according ASTM D 2414 with dibutyl phthalate (DBP) – has an influence in the 
percolation threshold and the resulting conductivity of the corresponding com-
pound. The percolation threshold is the small zone in which the compound receives 
a mayor increase in its electrical conductivity by only adding a very less of filler 
content [21].

In order to characterize the influence of the different CB types on the conductiv-
ity, the secondary CB are integrated and evaluated in various testing and produc-
tion series to compare the new materials with the current neat carbon black. The 
Table 5 shows the results of conductivity measurements like described above from 
different compounds, in which the CB types are used. For comparison individual 
references from the mentioned testing and production series are listed in the 
same table. The compounds are made by combining different polymers mostly PP 
with graphite. Some of the graphite is replaced with the different CB to keep the 
recorded filler content at the same level for all.

It can be observed that the impact of the secondary CB on the electrical conduc-
tivity is noticeable, but far less for CB-MC and CB-RC-types than the qualification 
by the TGA suggests. The compounds consisting the CB-MC types have a relatively 
low conductivity compared to standard materials but the reference compound with 
the same filler content has no measurable conductivity, therefore the CB-MC types 
seem to reduce the percolation threshold for the filler in the compound. The CB-RC 
types have compared to conventional CB a smaller impact on the conductivity 
because half the value of the CB-C-I consisting reference compound with the filler 
content of 75 wt.% has been measured.

The qualification by the TGA was fitting for the conventional types. Whereas 
the high differences between the prognosis and the measurement results for the 
secondary CB types are unexpected and a high level of uncertainty remains. The 
reason of these differences can be the high content of probably non-conductive con-
tamination or different carbon structures of the particles. Both reasons are possibly 
responsible for a way lesser combustion temperature during TGA-measurements. 
The higher the lever of amorphous carbon and impurities so lower the combustion 
temperature and the achievable level of conductivity.

5. Gaskets application and qualification

Since many years the fuel cell developers invested tremendous efforts in 
improvement and technological readiness of the core components, such as mem-
branes and electrodes configuration. However, within the last years the gasket 
material was recognized more and more as an underestimated component. Despite 
the gasket does not directly contribute to the electrochemical processes, inappropri-
ate gaskets can cause leakages [6].

The increased use and establishment of the systems on the market, primarily 
among consumers, has resulted in a focus on safety issues during consumption and 
error sources during mass production.
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Common hard gaskets support well defined gaps, however may be compromised 
in their sealing properties, do not compensate tolerances very well and may put 
mechanical distortion on the bipolar plates, which can cause cracks or breaking 
after a long time. On the other hand, with soft gaskets it is more difficult to control 
the performance of the system cause of limitations in parameters like pressure. 
These descriptions are analogue to RFB systems.

In general, like the other RFB components the gaskets have to resist tempera-
tures up to 70°C, electrolytes like sulfuric acid or other materials of RFB systems 
like bromine and contact to electricity. Fluoroelastomers (FKM) and ethylene 
propylene diene monomer rubber (EPDM) are most likely the materials of choice 
for several applications.

For certain applications EPDM might be a cost-efficient alternative for systems 
which can handle the stiffness of this rubbers. The arguments clearly show that 
gaskets are a highly customized component for each stack manufacturer. For 
overview, some typical gasket properties for a broad variety of materials are shown 
in the Table 6.

Along with the rubber materials like silicone (SI), hydrogenated nitrile butadi-
ene rubber (HNBR), EPDM and FKM thermoplastic elastomers (TPE) in form of 
styrenic block copolymers (TPS), thermoplastic vulcanizates (TPV), thermoplastic 
polyurethanes (TPU) and thermoplastic polyolefin elastomers (TPO) are listed. 
These thermoplastic-elastomers have similar properties to rubber but can be 
processed like “common” thermoplastics and can be softer if required. This has the 
advantage of easier manufacturing and recycling of the material as well as a broader 
range for applications.

5.1 Qualification of physical properties affecting gasket production

In order to supply consistent gaskets with appropriate tolerances the viscoelastic 
properties of the gasket prepolymers and thermoplastics are an important param-
eter. A low viscosity is beneficial for processing. For plastic materials usually the 
mold flow rate or mold flow index are specified by the supplier, supporting the 
manufacturer for plastic parts with processing-relevant- information and –param-
eters. However, these data are ‘standard data’ and not always compatible with the 
molding conditions or equipment at the part manufacturer.

In addition, for rubber materials or their pre-polymers and thermoplastic 
elastomers these data are not available in most cases, because of their impacting 

Description 
and Unit

TPS TPV TPU TPO EPDM SI FKM HNBR

Hardness 
Shore A

2–95 20–95 2–85 65–95 25–85 25–85 50–90 40–90

Temperature 
range C°

−50 / 
+120

−40 / 
+130

−40 / 
+85

−40 / 
+70

−50 / 
+100

−70 / 
+200

−20 / 
+220

−30 / 
+150

Steam 
resistance

— — — — ++ ++ ++ ++

Oil resistance + + — + — + ++ ++

Acid /bases 
resistance

++ ++ 0 ++ ++ — ++ +

Table 6. 
Gasket material overview with typical physical properties and behavior in system specific conditions used by 
Eisenhuth GmbH & Co. KG.
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viscoelastic behavior. Therefore, Eisenhuth developed a phenomenological test 
method to characterize polymer materials with respect to processability. In this 
test, a melt of the used pre-polymer or thermoplastic is pressed into a spiral-shaped 
mold with a defined pressure under process-relevant temperatures.

The viscous melt flows into the spiral mold and finally stops, when the applied 
pressure is equal to the ‘back-pressure’ in the mold. The reason therefore is the 
higher lever of the progressing polymerization, vulcanization or solidification of 
the melt. The length of the helix can be correlated to the viscosity and consequently 
to the processability. The longer the helix the lower the viscosity. This is help-
ful to find the processing ranges of materials as far as the viscosity is concerned 
(Figure 8).

As mentioned, the length of the spiral is an good indicator for the processability. 
This test has been performed with a variety of potential gasket materials to achieve 
a data baseline. The values are shown in Figure 9.

The results show that processability depends strongly on the material but differ-
ent types of the same material have also high differences. Exemplarily shown in the 
Figure the good processability of some types of thermoplastic elastomer materials 
cannot be reached by the measured processability of rubber materials.

5.2 Chemical resistance of gasket materials in system specific environments

The processability of the thermoplastic elastomers is convenient but it is neces-
sary to qualify the mechanical and chemical stability of the materials. The called 
rubbers are commonly used in different applications such as fuel cells and chemical 
industries, and their long-life behavior is already known.

To ensure the stability of the materials specimen according DIN EN ISO 37 are 
made and treated in this example in vanadium electrolyte for VRFB applications. 

Figure 8. 
Spiral mold for characterization processability by injection molding by Eisenhuth GmbH & Co. KG.
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Figure 10. 
Results of tensile strength testing according DIN EN ISO 37. The tested materials are different rubbers and 
thermoplastic elastomers. The untreated specimens are directly tested after production. The second data is 
generated after exposure of specimens with aggressive vanadium electrolyte used in VRFB.

The electrolyte is positive charged, so the most aggressive species of vanadium ions 
is to 1.65 mol/L concentrated in 4 mol/L sulfuric acid. The specimens are treated the 
same time for around thousand hours and therefore stored in glasses with full sur-
rounding electrolyte. The specimens are tested for tensile strength according DIN 
EN ISO 37 in a universal testing machine. The resulting Young’s modulus are shown 
in Figure 10 and are exemplary for the overall changes in mechanical properties of 
the treated specimens.

It is shown that the stability of the rubbers in the specific environment is good. 
The modulus is low but there are no major changes measured. In average the 
thermoplastic elastomers are different to the rubbers. Most of the materials and 
material types have a higher modulus with low changes. TPU seems not suited for 
the application, moreover one indication are high changes such as superficial cracks 
in the surface of the sealing.

Figure 9. 
Results of injection molding in spiral mold.
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6. Conclusions

In this chapter the basics and advantages of graphite bipolar plates could be 
presented in connection with current research topics at Eisenhuth regarding the 
reduction of production costs and the related easier market introduction of RFB. 
Furthermore the suitability of easy to process thermoplastic elastomers as sealing 
material in RFB was shown.

It was explained that the proposed targets for material properties are not fully 
achieved, but that progress in materials research is possible. For example, the 
electrical conductivity of standard materials for RFB could be optimized by about 
75% in recent years.

Options to reduce costs through recycling methods and use of secondary 
resources were discussed. It could be shown that the substitution of commercial 
carbon types such as synthetic graphite by secondary materials for composite 
production is possible.

The differences in the processability of rubber types and thermoplastic elas-
tomers were shown by tests in a correspondingly designed injection mold. The 
chemical stability of some types of thermoplastic elastomers is tested for VRFB.
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Chapter 3

Hybrid Nature Properties of  
Tl10-xATe6 (A = Pb and Sn) Used as 
Batteries in Chalcogenide System
Waqas Muhammad Khan and Wiqar Hussain Shah

Abstract

In future, the most common batteries will be the thallium. As there is many types 
of batteries but the thallium batteries are better from them. In here, we have made the 
compound which is more positive work than the other batteries. The different ele-
ments are doping in the tellurium telluride to determine the different properties like 
electrical and thermal properties of nanoparticles. The chalcogenide nanoparticles 
can be characteristics by the doping of the different metals which are like the holes. 
We present the effects of Pb and Sn doping on the electrical and thermoelectric prop-
erties of Tellurium Telluride Tl10-xPbxTe6 and Tl10-xSnxTe6 (x = 1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75, 
2.00) respectively, which were prepared by solid state reactions in an evacuated sealed 
silica tubes. Structurally, all these compounds were found to be phase pure as con-
firmed by the x-rays diffractometery (XRD) and energy dispersive X-ray spectros-
copy (EDS) analysis. The thermo-power or Seebeck co-efficient (S) was measured for 
all these compounds which show that S increases with increasing temperature from 
295 to 550 K. The Seebeck coefficient is positive for the whole temperature range, 
showing p-type semiconductor characteristics. Similarly the electrical conductivity 
(σ) and the power factors have also complex behavior with Pb and Sn concentrations. 
The power factor (PF = S2σ) observed for Tl10-xPbxTe6 and Tl10-xSnxTe6 compounds 
are increases with increase in the whole temperature range (290 K–550 K) studied 
here. Telluride’s are narrow band-gap semiconductors, with all elements in common 
oxidation states, according to (Tl+)9(Pb3+)(Te2−)6 and (Tl+)9(Sn3+)(Te2−)6. Phases 
range were investigated and determined with different concentration of Pb and Sn 
with consequents effects on electrical and thermal properties.

Keywords: Pb and Sn doping, Seebeck coefficient, electrical conductivity, power 
factor

1. Introduction

The thermo-electro-materials are now used as the renewable energy. It is used as 
the place of the coal, water tides, solar cells etc. The thermo electro-materials have 
more efficiency and reliable. Thermoelectric is one of the most important approaches 
in the solid state physics which can be converted the heat energy in the electrical 
energy, help to increase the efficiency, effectiveness and competency. It’s importance 
is increase since last twenty years when the ease of use of fossil fuel is decrease. So 
there are different thermoelectric materials are used for the different temperatures 
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from 10 K to the 1000 K which are used in the different applications for the cooling 
and heating [1–5]. Tellurium telluride is one important compound of the thermoelec-
tric material which is studied, modified and increases the efficiency for the more and 
more applications for generation of power [1] and solar cells [2]. Tellurium telluride 
is a basically alloy that is used for the increases the energy conversion efficiency at the 
any temperature of the heating and cooling in the electrical circuit [3–7].

The figure of merit is

  
T

ZT
k

=
2S σ

 (1)

Where is σ is the electrical conductivity, k  is the thermal conductivity, S is the 
see-beck coefficient, and T is the absolute temperature which is determined the 
efficiency of the thermo electric materials applications [8]. The power factors can 
be determined the electrical and thermal properties. The power factor can be 
defined as σ2S . It can be help the determination of the charge carrier’s concentra-
tion, from the doping concentration charges and lay down the free electrons in the 
system of chalcogenides.

We have investigated the chalcogenide with different materials (lead, tin, 
bismuth etc.) doped in the tellium tellurides. They have complex composition and 
structure on the basis of the electronic configurations. These compositions help 
to increases their properties like thermal, electrical, optical etc. of the thermo-
electrical materials. There are many challenges of complex composition to high 
their electrical conductivity, high see-beck coefficient and low thermal conductiv-
ity. Due to this, they can controlled the electronic structures of the system i.e. band 
gap, shapes and degenerated level which is near the Fermi level, concentration of 
electrons and charge carriers scattered depend on them [7, 8].

Here is defined the basic chemical properties and are related by physical 
properties of different i.e. S, Se, and Te which are compared in Figure 1. Better 
rate performance and higher utilization rate of active materials can be realized in 
Te-based batteries. It is worth noting that Te delivers lower gravimetric capacity 
(419 mAh g−1) than S (1672 mAh g−1) and Se (675 mAh g−1); this disadvantage can 

Figure 1. 
(a) Comparison of S, Se, and Te based on various properties. (b) Energy density and plateau voltage of Li-S, 
Li-Se, and Li-Te batteries.
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be overcome in volumetric capacity, which mainly results from its high density 
(2621 mAh cm−3 based on a density of 6.24 g cm−3, compared with S 3416 mAh cm−3 
and Se 3246 mAh cm−3) [9–12]. Indeed, volumetric capacity is playing a more 
important role in practical application of batteries, resulting from the limited space 
in portable electronics [10, 13]. Considering the aforementioned, Te can serve as a 
high-performance electrode material in modern energy storage systems due to its 
high volumetric capacity and high electronic conductivity [14, 15].

It can be attributed to the different molecular arrangement of S, Se, and Te. S 
crystal is constructed by S8 rings. Se crystals contain either Se8 rings or Se chains. 
However, Te crystal only has chain-like structures, which shows infinite helix struc-
ture (Figure 2) [17]. There are huge difference makes a fundamental effect on poly-
sulfides, poly-selenides, and poly-tellurides. At the second step of dis-charge process, 
poly-tellurides are continuously reduced to the insoluble metal di-tellurides and/or 
tellurides (M2Te2 or M2Te, M: Li, Na, or K) [18, 19]. Interestingly, this mechanism 
is only applicable to alkali metal-Te batteries; Al-Te batteries are working based on a 
different mechanism, which will be discussed later. The basic reaction mechanism 
of Te can be described as follows: during discharge, the Te positive electrode is first 
reduced to chain-like poly-tellurides and cyclo poly-tellurides (M2[Ten]2−, 2 < n ≤ 8, 
M: Li, Na, K) at the first step, which is different from metal-S and metal-Se batteries 
(only chain-like poly-sulfides or poly-selenides are generated) [11].

2. Experimental

The Sn and Pb doped Tl10-xAxTe6(A = Sn &Pb) is (x = 1.00, 1.25, 1.50, 1.75, 2.00) 
has been prepared by solid state reactions in evacuated sealed silica tubes. The pur-
pose of this study were mainly for discovering new type of ternary and quaternary 

Figure 2. 
Crystal structure transformations of S, Se, and Te. S crystal is constructed by S8 rings. Se crystals contain either 
Se8 rings or Se chains. Te crystal only has chain-like structures. The difference in structure indicates that three 
congener elements exhibit distinctive structure changes during lithiation [16].
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compounds by using Tl+1, Sn+3and Te−2 elements as the starting materials. Direct 
synthesis of stoichiometric amount of high purity elements i.e. 99.99% of different 
compositions have been prepared for a preliminary investigation. Since most of 
these starting materials for solid state reactions are sensitive to oxygen and mois-
tures, they were weighing stoichiometric reactants and transferring to the silica 
tubes in the glove box which is filled with Argon. Then, all constituents were sealed 
in a quartz tube. Before putting these samples in the resistance furnace for the heat-
ing, the silica tubes was put in vacuum line to evacuate the argon and then sealed it. 
This sealed power were heated upto 650 Co at a rate not exceeding 1 k/mint and kept 
at that temperature for 24 hours. The sample was cooled down with extremely slow 
rate to avoid quenching, dislocations, and crystals deformation.

Structural analysis of all these samples was carried out by x-rays diffraction, 
using an Inel powder diffractometer with position-sensitive detector and CuKα 
radiation at room temperature. No additional peaks were detected in any of the 
sample discussed here. X-ray powder diffraction patterns confirm the single phase 
composition of the compounds.

The temperature dependence of Seebeck co-efficient was measured for all these 
compounds on a cold pressed pellet in rectangular shape, of approximately 5x1x1 
mm3 dimensions. The air sensitivity of these samples was checked (for one sample) 
by measuring the thermoelectric power and confirmed that these samples are not 
sensitive to air. This sample exposes to air more than a week, but no appreciable 
changes observed in the Seebeck values. The pellet for these measurements was 
annealed at 400 C0 for 6 hours.

For the electrical transport measurements 4-probe resistivity technique was 
used and the pellets were cut into rectangular shape with approximate dimension of 
5x1x1 mm3. The proposed reaction equations are listed as follows.

3. Chemical reactions

First step:

 ( )n
N Te e M M Te N M Li Na K AlOrTl− +  + + ↔ < ≤ = 

 
8 22 2 2 8,,,, ,,,, ,,,, ,,,,

8
 (2)

Second step:

 ( ) ( ) ( )nM Te e n M nM Te n− +− + − = < ≤2 22n 2 2 2 2 8  (3)

Example.
Al-Te Battries:
Positive Electrode:

 Te e Te+ −+ ↔ 22   (4)

 Te AlCl AlTeCl Cl− − −+ ↔ +2
4 3   (5)

 ( ) ( )nnTe AlCl Te AlCl e− −+ ↔ + =4 4 22 2 n 2,4,6,8,10  (6)
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 ( ) ( ) ( )nTe AlCl n AlCl nTeCl AlCl nAl Cl e− −+ − ↔ + + −4 4 3 4 2 72 7 2 . 3 4n 2  (7)

Negative Electrode:

 Al Cl e AlCl Al− − −+ ↔ +2 7 44 3 7  (8)

Overall Reaction:

 Al Cl Te Al AlCl TeCl AlCl− − − −+ ↔ + +2
2 7 4 3 45 2 7 .  (9)

4. Result and discussions

4.1 Structural analysis

X-ray diffraction is used for the structural analysis of the materials. It helps to 
determine the crystal structure and particle size. Several of Tl10-xXTe6 which have 
doped Pb and Sn in it. The X is the different doped element. Where X is Pb and 
Sn. It has the different concentration of it. The X-ray diffraction of Tl10-xXTe6 with 
different concentration of doping of Pb and Sn as in Figure 1. Due to the different 
concentration, their peaks are different shown in Figure 1.

The Figure 2 shows the EDX of the Tl10-xXTe6, have the different concentration 
of the doping of the Pb and Sn in it. The EDX shows the composition of the com-
pounds. It shows the Pb and Sn are present in it.

4.2 Physical properties

To determine the different concentration of the doping of the Pb and Sn in the 
compound, there is changing in the charges carries. So the doping is effect on the 
temperature. Due to this temperature, it is variant in the Seebeck coefficient (S) 
as shown in Figure 3. The Seebeck coefficient can determined the temperature 
gradient for 1 K. It shows that the positive Seebeck effect from the 300 K to 500 K, 
for all p type semiconductors whose have the high charge carrier concentration. 
The Seebeck is positive due the concentration of doping elements is increase. So 

Figure 3. 
XRD of doping of Sn and Pb in the TlXTe (X = Sn,Pb).
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the mostly thermoelectric materials are the p type semiconductors materials. Due 
to increasing the concentration of doping elements, It improves the (i) reducing of 
grain size (ii) charge mobility and carrier density in thermos electric materials.

The Seebeck coefficient is varying from 80 to 120 μѴ/K as a function of the 
temperature. The behavior of the Seebeck coefficient is increasing as the Fermi level 
energy is decreasing due to the charge carrying density. In Figure 4 shows that there 
is low level of charge carrier so that the holes are increase in it, so that it shows the 
high value of thermopower. So the large value of X, the doping elements have the 
large number of electrons and less number of charges carriers.

In Figure 4 shows, the electrical conductivity of the quaternary compounds 
as compared to the temperature while the temperature is varied. The electrical 
conductivity is decrease as the temperature is increase that’s why it is show the p 
type semiconductor and behave the positive temperature coefficient. It is cause 
the phonons scattering the charge carriers and effects the grains boundary. 
As increase the doping of elements, the holes in the compounds are increase, 
which is cause the phonons scattering. In chalcogenide system, the different 
elements are doping in the compound has no effect on the electrical conductivity. 
The low electrical conductivity is due to the effect oxide as the impurity in the 
compounds.

The behavior of temperature is different for the different concentration of the 
compound. The relationship between the Seebeck, temperature and concentration 
of doping elements as given below.

 Bk m T
eh n

∗  =  
 

2
2 2 3

2

8S
3 3
π π  (10)

Where, Bk  is the Boltzmann constant, e is the electronic charge, h is the Planck’s 
constant, m∗  is the effective mass and n is the charge carrier concentration. The 
effective mass and concentration are two parameters of the Seebeck coefficient.  
The samples have low concentration, it increase the thermos-power as well as the 
temperature.

The Figure 4 shows that the electrical conductivity σ  is decrease as the increase 
of the temperature of the compounds. The Seebeck is inversely effect due to the 
increasing of the doping of the concentration of the doping.

Figure 4. 
Comparison of the EDX of doping of Pb and Sn in the TlXTe (X = Sn,Pb).
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The different compounds have enhance the power factor (PF = S2 σ ) is decreases 
the electrical conductivity as increases the Seebeck coefficient in the given system. The 
PF is depend on the Seebeck coefficient. To measure the PF by the knowing the electri-
cal conductivity and Seebeck coefficient in the Figure 5. As increases the temperature, 
the power factor is increases for all the compounds. In the Figure 6 shows that the 
electrical conductivity is decreases as the increases the temperature is increases due the 
thermal vibration in compounds. The Figure 7 shows that the power factor increase as 
the doping of the concentration is increases. As increases, the doping of the elements in 
the compounds is increase the optimization, which can help to increases the Seebeck 
and power factor (Figures 5 and 7).

Activity series of common metals
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5. Conclusion

The different concentration of the doped Sn and Pb in the Tl10-xXTe6, is synthe-
sized and then studied the physical properties. The XRD shows the compounds is 
the single phase, crystal structure measured by the experimental formula, having 
the same space group 14/mcm like Tl5Te3. The doping of the holes materials it 
changes its physical properties i.e. thermal, electrical, phase etc. Due the doping of 
Pb and Sn, the Seebeck coefficient is increases. The phase of the both compound 

Figure 5. 
Comparison of the see-beck coefficient of doping of Pb and Sn in the TlXTe (X = Sn,Pb).

Figure 6. 
Comparison of the electrical conductivity of doping of Pb and Sn in the TlXTe (X = Sn,Pb).

Figure 7. 
Comparison of the power factor of doping of Pb and Sn in the TlXTe (X = Sn,Pb).
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is also change. The phase is come to the face centered cubic.it is also shows that the 
increases temperature decreases the electrical conductivity. The power factor is 
increases because the Seebeck coefficient is increase.

© 2021 The Author(s). Licensee IntechOpen. This chapter is distributed under the terms 
of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/
by/3.0), which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 
provided the original work is properly cited. 
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Chapter 4

Taming the Hydra: Funding the 
Lithium Ion Supply Chain in an 
Era of Unprecedented Volatility
Chris Berry

Abstract

The lithium ion supply chain is set to grow in both size and importance over 
the coming decade due to government-led efforts to decarbonize economies and 
declining costs of lithium ion batteries used in electronics and transportation. With 
forecasts of demand for lithium chemicals alone forecast to grow by three times later 
this decade, at least $10B USD is needed to flow into the upstream supply chain to 
ensure an efficient and timely build-out. Significant additional capital is needed for 
other portions of the supply chain such as other raw materials, cathode or anode 
production, and battery cell manufacturing. Recent exogenous shocks such as the 
US-China trade war and coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic have made 
securing adequate capital for the supply chain a difficult challenge. Without the 
steady stream of funding for new mine and chemical conversion capacity, wide-
spread adoption of electric vehicles (EVs) could be put at risk. This paper discusses 
the current structure of the lithium ion supply chain with a focus on raw material 
production and the need for and challenges associated with securing adequate 
capital in an industry that has, to date, not experienced such a robust growth profile.

Keywords: lithium, capital, capital allocation, investment, lithium ion, supply chain

1. Introduction

In Greek mythology, the hydra was a nine-headed monster that terrorized the 
local populace. When one of the hydra’s heads was cut off, two grew back in its 
place. This evolving menace was ultimately killed by Heracles and his nephew Iolaus 
with Heracles severing each head and Iolaus cauterizing the wound, preventing the 
regrowth of additional heads.

In modern times, a problem described as a hydra is one which is multifaceted or 
continually evolving. The lithium ion supply chain has some similarities with the 
hydra in that there are multiple businesses (mining, refining, cathode and anode 
production, battery cell and pack production) which are all different in terms of 
operational complexity and funding needs. Figure 1 demonstrates a high-level 
overview of the lithium supply chain.

Despite the complexity, the lithium ion supply chain is positioned for a strong 
growth based on the twin tailwinds of government requirements for decarbon-
ization and falling lithium ion battery costs in the next decade. By the author’s 
estimates, should electric vehicles (EVs) become 10% of global autosales later this 
decade, this would require three times more lithium than is currently produced 
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globally today, given certain assumptions on battery size in kilowatt-hours (kWh) 
and battery chemistry. This tripling of demand ignores the growth in other sectors 
that use lithium such as pharmaceuticals or glass and ceramics.

However, the trajectory of this rather sunny scenario has recently been called 
into question. The US-China trade war and simultaneous supply and demand shock 
of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) are forcing investors and companies—
traditional sources of capital to feed the growth of the supply chain—to pause 
and scrutinize capital allocation decisions. The entire industry is just beginning to 
understand the implications of these shocks, and this evolution can cause capital 
commitments to freeze or vanish altogether. In the past year alone, major lithium 
producers Albemarle, Sociedad Química y Minera de Chile (SQM), Livent, Ganfeng 
Lithium, and Tianqi Lithium (known collectively as “the Big Five” as they produce 
the majority of global lithium supply) have halted or slowed production expansion 
plans due to low lithium prices and softer than expected demand. The macroshocks 
referred to above have also hurt the development-stage mining companies with 
high-profile failures becoming more frequent.

With its multiple subsectors (mining, refining, cathode and anode production, 
and separator production, battery production, automotive), the comparison of the 
lithium ion supply chain to the hydra is apt.

The winds of change have dawned on one head of the hydra—the global auto-
motive business. Mary Barra, chief executive officer (CEO) of General Motors (GM) 
referred to this volatility, stating in 2017:

I have no doubt that the automotive industry will change more in the next five to 
10 years than it has in the last 50. The convergence of connectivity, vehicle electrifi-
cation, and evolving customer needs demand new solutions [1].

In an environment where equity investors view results on a quarterly basis, 
lithium company CEOs and chief financial officers (CFOs) are under immense 
pressure to deliver immediate returns to shareholders while at the same time 
ensuring that they maintain or increase market share by investing in the future and 
managing a lag in recouping those costs in the future.

This paper discusses the upstream lithium ion supply chain through the lens of 
capital allocation. The various subsectors of the business can be thought of as various 
heads of the ancient hydra—unwieldy, growing, and hungry (in this case for finan-
cial capital). I will discuss why governments around the world are intent on decar-
bonizing the transport sector, the importance of investment during different phases 
of the capital cycle, and the traditional challenges associated with capital allocation.

Figure 1. 
A high level view of the lithium supply chain today. Source: House Mountain Partners, LLC.
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Trade war dynamics and COVID-19 have shocked the global economy and given 
investors pause in terms of how, when, and where to invest. The lithium ion supply 
chain is not immune here, but nobody disputes that in 10 years’ time, this supply 
chain will be larger and more critical to the global economy than it is today. What 
is debatable is what the supply chain will look like and how to structure and deploy 
the enormous sums necessary for growth.

2. Why electrify?

The push for the electrification of transport via increased EV penetration centers 
on government goals to decarbonize the sector and mitigate the effects of climate 
change. At least 14 countries have announced their intention to ban the diesel 
engine by or before 2040 with numerous cities across the globe making similar 
announcements. The transport sector is responsible for 23% carbon dioxide (CO2) 
emissions and over 25% of oil demand according to the World Resources Institute 
(WRI) [2] and the US Energy Information Administration (EIA) [3]. The European 
Union (EU) has been a leader in the fight against automotive emissions, thanks in 
part to the Dieselgate scandal and concerns about climate change. The true global 
leader in pushing vehicle electrification to the fore, however, is China.

It is widely accepted among Chinese authorities that a key to continued 
growth of the domestic economy is through investment along multiple parts of 
next-generation supply chains, effectively owning the intellectual property that 
emerges from it. Programs such as Made in China 2025 have laid bare the desire 
on the part of the Chinese state for deeper integration into and dominance of 
next-generation supply chains. Made in China 2025 is essentially a blueprint for 
next-generation industrial dominance where China aims to control at least 70% of 
the global production of industries such as new energy vehicles, high-end micro-
chips, renewable energy infrastructure, robots, and advanced medical technology 
with slightly less ambitious goals for other industries [4]. This push has met with 
predictable pushback from other competitor countries such as the United States, 
but China’s intentions and goals are laid bare for all to see.

A second tailwind for electrification in the future concerns the lithium ion 
battery itself and its cost trajectory. Bloomberg New Energy Finance claims that 
battery prices in terms of $ per kWh have fallen by 87% since 2010 [5]. While 
Moore’s law is not applicable with lithium ion batteries, these devices have undoubt-
edly benefitted from the technology-driven cost deflation which emanates from a 
mix of scaled production and technological advances in increased energy density. 
Lithium’s light weight and capacity to store energy dictate that it is the material of 
choice for energy storage and mobility for at least the next decade despite other 
competing storage technologies. Lithium ion batteries have been commercially used 
for 30 years. That mix of a safety record, coupled with light weight and capacity to 
store a charge, places it at the top of the battery metal pyramid.

It is important to realize that metrics such as costs and demand growth rates 
will not move in a linear fashion as battery technology continues to improve. 
Though COVID-19 has caused a re-think of demand numbers across the supply 
chain, the general trend of double-digit demand growth remains intact over the 
long term. One of the challenges for automotive companies concerns the rapidly 
evolving battery technology and which will be the ultimate winner. There are 
at least six major types of lithium ion battery chemistries alone, and building a 
multibillion-dollar business around one or two of these chemistries is a decision 
many in corporate board rooms wrangle with as we speak. It is generally agreed 
upon in the industry that there will not be a single-cell format or lithium ion 
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chemistry that ultimately wins, as different applications have different power 
and energy density requirements.

Regardless of the lithium ion chemistry of choice, the upstream portion of the 
lithium ion supply chain—raw materials—will need to grow rather dramatically in 
size in order to meet even base case assumptions for EV penetration in the com-
ing years. This presents both an opportunity and a challenge as there are multiple 
lithium ion battery chemistries, multiple cell formats, and multiple battery sizes 
measured kilograms per kilowatt-hours. As an example, assuming a 10% EV sales 
penetration rate, the demand for lithium will increase by 3×, cobalt will increase 
by 2.5× based on author estimates. These numbers could change slightly based on 
changes in any of the factors previously listed, but the fact remains—we are going 
to need substantial amounts of additional raw material supply to electrify the global 
transport sector.

Similar demands will be placed on downstream portions of the supply chain 
with cathode production across different chemistries expected to grow strongly, cell 
and battery manufacturing growth all but obvious, and original equipment manu-
facturers (OEMs) committing reportedly $300B in electrification efforts across the 
next decade [6]. Each piece of the supply chain here must coordinate its growth 
with the other pieces (or heads of the hydra) in order to ensure optimal capital 
allocation and prevent waste and undue excess production capacity.

3. Supply chain growth and regionalization

For the lithium ion supply chain to grow sustainably as mentioned above, there 
is an assumption that needs to be made and several challenges that need to be 
navigated.

The assumption in question is that consumer demand for EVs and demand from 
fleets such as Amazon and car rental companies will materialize on a time frame 
suitable to investors and companies alike. This narrative still appears intact despite 
a COVID-19-led demand implosion and total cost of ownership (TCO) EV costs 
that are still higher than that of internal combustion engine (ICE)-powered cars. As 
of April 2020, it is still unclear what the effects of COVID-19 will be on consumer 
sentiment toward EVs, but some anecdotal evidence suggests that once price parity 
is achieved coupled with intangible benefits of cleaner air, the demand for EVs 
should recover [7]. This assumption bears careful scrutiny as the effects of COVID-
19 continue to evolve. It would be fair to say that EV demand in the current environ-
ment will certainly be delayed, but not denied.

The benefits of companies such as FedEx or Amazon decarbonizing their fleets 
speak for itself as fleet operating efficiencies and the opportunities for companies 
to burnish their “green credentials” outweigh the near-term higher switching costs. 
Amazon has committed to having 100,000 electric delivery vans in its fleet by 2030, 
reducing carbon dioxide emissions by 4 million metric tons per year [8]. Again, 
widespread EV adoption rests on the assumption that these goals are achieved in the 
stated time frame.

The challenges to wider electrification have already been mentioned and perhaps 
deserve their own chapter in this book. While the lingering effects of COVID-19 are 
still to be determined, it is fair to conclude that smaller, more robust, regionalized 
supply chains are likely to result from current events. This effective “rebuild” of 
supply chains will take time, money, and political will. Combining all three is an 
enormous challenge, but there are examples to draw from historically such as the 
Marshall Plan which aided in rebuilding Europe in the wake of the Second World 
War. De-globalization is gaining appeal in 2020 as critical material dependence, 
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income inequality, and the fragility of the existing global supply chain system are 
laid bare for all to see.

A new example of battery supply chain regionalization concerns the European 
Battery Alliance and its strategic action plan to position batteries at the center of a 
new wave of industrialization in Europe [9]. The underlying strategy of achieving a 
degree of autonomy and owning next-generation intellectual property is of para-
mount importance and a key measure of long-term success.

Future cash flows and battery-inspired intellectual property, also highly valu-
able, are at stake. The call for more self-sufficiency in supply chain development 
will only grow louder as globalization shrinks and the opportunity to dominate a 
fast-growing sector becomes apparent to investors of all stripes. It is to investors 
that we now turn.

4. Investment risks and implications

Perhaps the most overlooked aspect of lithium ion supply chain growth is the 
most important—the funding. Many people assume that the rollout to mass electri-
fied transit will be linear and relatively seamless, but history suggests that trans-
formative change is anything but. While discussions of double-digit compound 
annual growth rates (CAGR) for raw materials are enticing, pairing adequate sums 
of capital optimally along the supply chain has proven to be a challenging exercise. 
This is due to the fact that the mining segment of this supply chain is subject to 
infrequent and enormous cyclical swings in pricing, leading to a traditional boom-
and-bust cycle. As an example of a typical commodity cycle is shown in Figure 2.

Embedded in the capital cycle thematic are risks unique to strategic metals such 
as lithium and cobalt. These can be broadly grouped into four categories: financial, 
geopolitical, social, and technology.

Financial risks center on issues like access to capital, determining the cost of 
capital, commodity pricing, the effect of technology on cost, and macroeconomic 
headwinds or tailwinds. The cost of and access to capital are causally related to 
what point we find ourselves in the capital cycle. When lithium carbonate pricing 
peaked at roughly $20,000 USD per ton in April 2018, equity share prices were at 
all-time highs, capital expansion plans were being announced on an almost daily 
basis, and capital was widely available. Fast forward to April 2020, equity share 
prices have crashed by as much as 65%, capital expansion plans have by and large 

Figure 2. 
The typical boom-and-bust cycle and return on investment. Source: Capital Returns: Investing through the 
Capital Cycle—A Money Manager’s Reports 2002–2015, by Edward Chancellor.
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been shelved by lithium miners and project developers, and the capital that is 
available has much more stringent strings attached to it than before to compensate 
for elevated risk. While some of this retrenchment is related to COVID-19, the asset 
behavior is typical of a boom-and-bust cycle.

Geopolitical risks include resource nationalism, resource dependence, and a 
single country (China, in this instance) exerting control over most of the full supply 
chain for critical minerals. When lithium pricing spiked through 2017, calls to 
protect “the people’s lithium” from foreign exploitation in countries such as Chile 
only grew louder. The battery metals are somewhat unique in this regard as the 
small market size of lithium or cobalt (e.g., 300,000 tons per year and 140,000 tons 
per year, respectively) masks their strategic importance to next-generation tech-
nologies. Governments around the world such as the United States and the United 
Kingdom have designated these natural resources as “critical” and have proposed 
legislation to help lessen dependence on foreign adversaries [10] (Figure 3).

The social risks apply to the mining industry as a whole and have taken on new 
relevance with environment, social, and governance (ESG) mandates increas-
ingly required by investors before committing any capital. What steps a company 
along the lithium ion supply chain is undertaking to minimize CO2 emissions is a 
notable example of renewed ESG focus. The recent questioning of globalization 
as an enabler of income inequality and the resulting explosion of populist senti-
ment is another example of the challenges lithium ion supply chain companies face 
amidst a backdrop of strong growth in the coming decade. How this growth will 
be financed given ESG mandates and how the wealth will be shared (if at all) are 
looming questions.

A final risk is centered on the role of technology. An example is the optimization 
and deployment of new technologies to lower costs in lithium extraction. Better 
known as direct lithium extraction (DLE) technologies, these technologies such as 
solvent extraction or ion exchange have the potential to reshape the lithium cost 
curve. While the technologies themselves are well known, the potential benefits to 
lithium include dramatically lower extraction and purification costs, mitigation of 
the need for large brine ponds, and reduction in the time it takes to produce high-
purity lithium chemicals. While this technology is not scaled as of this writing, 

Figure 3. 
China’s dominance of all aspects of the EV supply chain is evident. Source: Benchmark Mineral Intelligence.
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there are a number of these processes competing for investor capital predicated on 
these benefits [11].

4.1 The trouble with pricing

The recent price swings in lithium and cobalt have caused more damage to 
capital availability in the lithium ion supply chain than benefit. Raw material price 
volatility presents one of the greatest challenges to lithium ion supply chain develop-
ment in the next decade. Enormous sums are required to build additional production 
capacity, but excessive volatility in raw material pricing has typically kept all but 
the largest strategic investors out of the space. These strategic investors—mainly 
Asia-based banks or lithium and cobalt users—only have so much capital and so 
much capacity to process raw materials. A move to vertically integrate supply chains 
is believed to be the answer from the automakers, but this process will be somewhat 
slower than many would like as automotive supply chains as they exist today will not 
be able to “turn on a dime” and ramp production of EVs owing to the sunk costs of 
existing infrastructure. Perhaps the vertical integration strategy of Tesla or China’s 
view of owning most of the supply chain serves as a viable model going forward.

For the sake of reference, the typical greenfield lithium mine can have an upfront 
capital expenditure of $500–600 M USD (inclusive of the mine, ore type, and pro-
cessing plant) [12]. From discovery of the asset, through development, successful 
capital raising, deployment of the said capital, project build-out, and first production, 
the typical timing is 7–10 years. If consensus lithium demand is anticipated to grow 
by three times in the next decade, this would require at least $10B USD in capital in 
an industry that traditionally generates only $3B USD in revenue per year. Should 
EV demand accelerate ahead of consensus expectations, this $10B figure could be 
conservative.

A challenge here for capital providers is that in addition to effectively timing the 
market and managing anticipated demand, the pace of change is accelerated when 
confronted with disruptive technologies such as battery chemistries or lithium 
extraction technologies. While lithium demand can increase at a linear rate, techno-
logical leaps can accelerate this demand just as COVID-19 can destroy it and wreak 
havoc with pricing.

Lithium ion battery chemistries such as lithium iron phosphate (LFP) are 
expected to lose market share quickly to their more energy dense cousins nickel-
manganese-cobalt (NMC) and nickel-cobalt-aluminum (NCA). This has not come 
to pass yet however for several reasons including improvements in LFP energy 
density [13] and lower overall raw material pricing which affects switching costs.

Aside from questions surrounding battery chemistries, the crash in equity share 
prices in Q1 2020 has served to push the typical investor into a “risk off” mentality 
despite global central banks effectively trying to backstop the financial markets and prop 
up asset prices using both monetary and fiscal levers. Without a healthy risk appetite in 
the markets, how will the CO2 reduction targets in the EU be achieved in time? How will 
China achieve its goal of 20% of new car sales in 2025 as EVs? The reality is that for these 
goals to be achieved, a flood of capital needs to come into the lithium ion supply chain 
in a hurry. Otherwise, the EV market will remain smaller for longer, with fewer winners 
who were initially willing to embrace risk and invest in supply chain development.

4.2 Visibility through futures contracts

The lithium industry has come together recently to produce a solution for 
the lack of ability to hedge price risk. The London Metal Exchange convened a 
working group in 2019 to build futures contracts for lithium chemicals [14]. These 
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contracts are aimed at providing price transparency across what has traditionally 
been a small, opaque market run in an oligopolistic fashion. The contracts are 
to be cash settled and will source pricing data from the members of the working 
group. As of April 2020, the contracts had yet to be introduced owing to logistical 
issues with price collection. Pricing data is highly proprietary in nature, and the 
futures contracts need this critical component to ensure widespread adoption 
across the industry. The opacity of pricing works to the advantage of lithium 
chemical producers such as Albemarle or SQM but acts as a detriment to potential 
capital providers who need pricing transparency and stability to commit capital at 
a reasonable cost for a significant length of time.

Owing to the traditionally small size of the market and highly specialized end 
products, lithium pricing has always been opaque with pricing determined on a 
contracted basis between the producer and buyer with a small spot market which 
exists in China for “off spec” material. Contract pricing between the producer and 
seller is a major piece of off-take agreements and is really driven by four criteria: 
the term of the contract, the amount of material for purchase, the quality of the 
material, and the depth of the relationship between producer and consumer. There 
can be a wide degree of flexibility in terms of typical off-take agreements in order 
to protect both producer and consumer from price volatility or other events which 
could require force majeure. A futures contract can help serve as an anchor to any 
off-take agreements.

5. Shared risks in capital allocation: a case study

While the immediate need for large sums of capital is clear, the source of this 
capital has traditionally been centrally located with Asia-based banks or end 
users such as battery manufacturers serving as off-take partners. While Asia, and 
China in particular, will remain the main engine of demand for EVs, other parts 
of the world such as the European Union are likely to become a larger part of the 
EV sales “pie.” This would indicate that sources of capital will need to become 
more diverse and perhaps serve local markets first. Given the typically large sums 
needed for initial capital expenditures, much of the capital comes in the form 
of debt instruments along with an equity component to ensure all stakeholder 
interests are aligned. The idea of trading offtake for financing has become a 
trusted model in the industry as the end users of lithium chemicals, for instance, 
typically have the robust balance sheets necessary to help with the financing of 
mining projects. One such case study is Pilbara Minerals, a lithium producer based 
in Australia. The company has executed several off-take agreements, but a good 
case study is the lithium concentrate agreement the company completed with 
Ganfeng lithium in 2017 [15]. This is far from the only off-take agreement Pilbara 
has executed, but what makes this deal unique is that it has multiple components. 
Ganfeng agreed to purchase up to 160,000 tpy of lithium concentrate, as well as 
taking a $20 M AUD equity position in Pilbara and offered a debt funding/pre-
payment facility to alleviate the financing challenges. This partnership model, 
where risk is spread across all stakeholders and both financing and technology 
challenges are mitigated, has been used with other lithium producers and off-take 
partners with success.

5.1 Capital allocation gone wrong: a case study

Lithium is an oligopoly, with Albemarle, SQM, Livent, Ganfeng Lithium, and 
Tianqi Lithium as the major lithium compound producers. During the most recent 
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bull market in lithium (2016–2018), these companies all pushed forward with proj-
ect expansions, and M&A activity was scarce with one exception. Tianqi Lithium 
purchased a 24% equity stake in SQM in 2018 for $4.066 billion USD. This deal 
raised several eyebrows in the lithium world in the sense that two fierce competi-
tors were integrating their respective strategies with SQM giving up more in terms 
of market intelligence, pricing, and sales strategies and gaining much less. Tianqi’s 
strategy was clear—the share purchase instantly made the company a major SQM 
shareholder and three board of director seats included with the equity position 
would ensure an intimate view of SQM’s marketing strategy and expansion plans—
plans that Tianqi could exploit to their own advantage. The deal was enveloped in 
controversy from the start in Santiago and ultimately while the transaction was 
completed successfully, a number of restrictions were placed on the three board 
seats [16].

The real capital allocation lesson from this deal, however, had yet to be learned. 
When Tianqi purchased the SQM Class A shares, they did so at a price of $65 per 
share. The purchase was funded in part with a $3.5B USD loan from CITIC Bank 
in China. Since the deal was completed, SQM share price has fallen by 65%. This, 
coupled with a dramatically lower lithium chemicals price, has caused severe liquid-
ity issues for Tianqi, harming their credit rating which was subsequently down-
graded to Caa1 with a negative outlook by Moody’s in March of 2020 [17]. Adding 
a sense of urgency, around $2B of the loan is due in November 2020. Essentially, 
Tianqi made a deal at the absolute top of the capital allocation cycle and must now 
work to strengthen its balance sheet at a particularly precarious and unpleasant 
point in lithium industry history. Unfortunate allocation decisions such as this harm 
investor confidence in the lithium sector and could delay much-needed funding for 
expansion.

6. Conclusion

The lithium ion supply chain has experienced twin shocks of a trade war and 
COVID-19 demand destruction against a backdrop of strong long-term growth 
dynamics. These forces have kick-started a re-think of globalized supply chains in 
the interest of national security and self-sufficiency. Even those who are bearish on 
EV demand see the market growing throughout this decade, and so it makes sense 
to ensure that supply chains are built with sustainability and resilience in mind as 
raw material demand experiences robust growth. Recent actions by the US, EU, and 
Chinese governments are but a taste of what is to come.

The decarbonization thematic goes together with de-globalization and is 
benefitting from the twin tailwinds of global government mandates to phase out the 
ICE and tech-driven cost deflation in the cost of lithium ion batteries. These forces 
will not remain in place indefinitely but however are set to create opportunities for 
a wider swath of investors. Assuming the rosy demand projections come to fruition, 
a robust and resilient lithium ion supply chain depends upon two things: successful 
capital accumulation and capital allocation. A world awash in liquidity indicates 
that capital accumulation in really a function of expected returns on given project 
and the best projects will attract enough capital to sustain themselves through the 
building and commissioning phases. The challenge comes with capital allocation, 
and there are many lessons learned here about how not to deploy capital rather than 
the opposite. In recent years, capital in the lithium ion supply chain has flowed from 
a small coterie of strategic investors given raw material price opacity, price volatil-
ity, and the generally small size of the markets. This will have to change if we are to 
meet most EV penetration forecasts in the future.
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The lithium supply chain faces a dilemma. If decarbonization and EV sales 
penetration goals are to be met, much more capital is needed to fund mine and 
supply chain development today for a demand profile that only exists on paper. The 
checkered history of lithium mine capital accumulation and allocation does not 
lend confidence to those looking to invest, so how deals are structured will be a key 
to unlocking new sources of capital.

The unwieldy and unprecedented hydra-like growth of the lithium ion supply 
chain will offer multiple exciting opportunities to alter supply chains and achieve 
sustainable results for all stakeholders well into the future. The lynchpin for success 
is successful capital accumulation and deployment.
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Rechargeable Lithium Batteries
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Abstract

Depleting fossil fuels has put pressing need for the search of alternative energy 
resources. Solar and wind energy resources are being considered one of the viable 
solutions. However, these intermittent sources require efficient energy storage 
systems in terms of rechargeable Li batteries. In Li batteries, electrolyte is one of 
the most important components to determine the performance, as it conducts the 
ions between the electrodes. In battery, mostly liquid electrolyte is used as it shows 
high ionic conductivity and electrode/electrolyte contact which help to reduce 
the internal resistance. But these are not electrochemically very stable and raised 
some major problems such as reactivity with electrode, dissolution of electrode 
ions, leakage, volatility, fast Li dendrite growth, etc. Therefore, in order to improve 
its electrochemical performance, selection of electrolyte is an important issue. In 
the present study, ionic liquid (IL)-based polymer electrolyte is used over liquid 
electrolyte in which IL acts as a plasticizer and improves ionic conductivity and 
amorphicity. These electrolytes have high thermal and electrochemical stability, 
therefore, can be used in high voltage Li battery. Also, their mechanical stability 
helps to suppress Li dendrites growth. Therefore, polymer electrolytes can open a 
new way in the progression of battery application.

Keywords: ionic liquid, polymer electrolyte, ionic conductivity, electrochemical 
analysis, Li battery

1. Introduction

Energy contributes a major role in various aspects of human life and their 
demand is continuously increasing with time. To meet this challenge, world 
population mostly depends on fossil fuels which include petroleum, coal, nuclear 
power and natural gases. But the climate change due to the frequently increasing 
CO2 level has driven the research in the development of renewable energy sources. 
Research in the field of renewable energy sources such as solar energy, wind 
energy and hydropower has been initiated but the major problem to efficiently 
utilize these energies is to investigate suitable electrical energy storage devices 
because these energy sources are intermittent in nature. For this purpose, the 
most efficient energy storage devices are the batteries and super capacitors [1, 2]. 
Both the devices have their own importance depending on usage but batteries are 
continuing to dominate in the market of portable electronic system because of their 
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high energy density and voltage rating [3]. Battery is an electrochemical device 
which can convert chemical energy into electrical energy through redox reaction 
to release the energy. Conversely, it can also convert electrical energy into chemical 
energy to store the energy. Among all the batteries, rechargeable lithium batteries 
(Li-batteries) are gaining much attention in the electric power storage system due 
to their high capacity, working voltage, long lifetime, low self-discharge rate and no 
memory effect (Figure 1) [4, 5]. However, the energy density of recent Li batteries 
is in the range of 100–200 Wh/Kg which limits their use in automotive application 
[6]. Therefore, to enhance their energy density, Li metal is frequently used because 
it shows very high capacity for Li battery. Metallic lithium as anode is being used 
since long time but its application with organic liquid electrolytes arises the main 
issue in lithium batteries as lithium dendrite growth [7–9]. Further, the use of these 
volatile and flammable electrolytes causes safety problems during cycling. Also, 
these organic liquid electrolytes cannot be used in high voltage batteries due to their 
electrochemical instability at higher voltage [10].

Therefore, for safely utilization of Li metal in batteries, requirement of alterna-
tive electrolyte is highly demanded. In this context, polymer electrolytes are gaining 
much attention in Li batteries because of their outstanding properties such as 
mechanical, thermal and electrochemical stability, safety and flexibility [11, 12]. 
The polymer acts as a host matrix for ion movement in which ions can move in the 
free space provided by the polymer matrix. Generally, solid polymer electrolytes 
(SPEs) are formed by dissolving organic salt into the polymer matrix. The selection 
of polymer matrix mainly depends on the presence of polar group so that it can 
easily coordinate with the cations; and there is less restraint in the bond rotation 
[13]. Among the different polymer matrices, poly (ethylene oxide) (PEO) based 
polymer electrolytes are mostly studied due to its high chain flexibility and ability 
to dissolve different organic/inorganic materials [14, 15]. However, PEO based 
solid electrolytes are semi-crystalline in nature which comprise the crystalline and 

Figure 1. 
Comparison in different types of batteries.
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amorphous regions both; and it is reported that the ion conduction in polymer 
electrolytes occurs only in amorphous region [16–18]. Therefore, they show lower 
room temperature ionic conductivity (10−8 to 10−6 S/cm) and hence cannot be 
used in practical battery application. To overcome this drawback and to obtain 
polymer electrolytes having good ionic conductivity, flexibility, mechanical and 
electrochemical stability, different approaches are reported such as the addition of 
nanofillers, use of plasticizers or gel polymer electrolytes (GPEs) [19, 20]. Among 
these approaches, use of GPEs is in focus as they combine the desirable properties 
of both liquid (high conductivity) as well as solid (mechanical stability). Thus it is 
a suitable replacement of electrolyte for high performance batteries. In the present 
chapter, fundamental properties of PEO based polymer electrolytes; their classifi-
cations and performance in Li batteries are discussed.

2. Properties and ion transport mechanism in PEO

PEO has chemical structure H▬(O▬CH2▬CH2)n▬OH which is a polyether 
compound. Depending on the molecular weight of polymer, it is also known as poly-
ethylene glycol (PEG). Generally, polymer having molecular weight above 20,000 g/
mol is called PEO while, below 20,000 g/mol is known as PEG [21]. PEO is a low toxic 
compound; therefore, it is widely used in many applications such as chemical, indus-
trial, medical, biological etc. PEO has ethylene oxide unit which provides flexibility 
and high donor number for Li+ ions and promotes the ion transport. Also, it has high 
dielectric constant and Li+ ion solvating ability [22]. The ion transport mechanism in 
PEO occurs by the coordination of Li+ ions with the ether oxygen atom of PEO chain. 
This process occurs by formation and dissociation of Li▬O bond by local segmen-
tal motion of polymer chain (Figure 2) [23]. The ion transportation in polymer 

Figure 2. 
Ion transport mechanism in polymer PEO in (a) amorphous as well as (b) crystalline region.
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electrolytes mainly depends on polymer chain segmental motion which becomes 
faster in amorphous region or above the glass transition temperature (Tg) of polymer 
(as shown in Figure 2(a)). Hence, ideally polymer should have lower Tg to remain in 
rubbery state or to promote the Li+ ion conductivity at RT [17]. In order to enhance Li+ 
ion conductivity of polymer electrolytes different strategies such as addition of nano 
fillers, use of plasticizers or gel polymer electrolytes has been proposed. On this basis, 
polymer electrolytes are classified into different categories as discussed below.

3. Classification of polymer electrolytes

Polymer electrolytes are considered to be promising materials in the research 
and development of electrochemical devices. On the basis of materials, polymer 
electrolyte is classified into following categories (Figure 3):

3.1 Dry solid polymer electrolytes

It is formed by incorporating inorganic salt into the polar polymer thus ion 
conducting electrolyte is known as solid polymer electrolyte [24]. The electrostatic 
interaction between the metal ions of salt and polar polymer results the formation 
of coordination bond. This metal-polymer interaction can be affected by many 
factors such as nature and distance between the functional group of polymer, 
molecular weight, nature of branching, charge on metal and counter ion [25]. When 
the polymer electrolyte is placed in the electric field, ions start to move from one 
coordination site to other. It occurs due to weaker interaction between the metal ion 
and functional group of polymer chain.

Figure 3. 
Different types of polymer electrolytes used in Li battery.
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3.2 Plasticized polymer electrolytes

Plasticized polymer electrolytes are formed by dissolving low molecular weight 
compounds (e.g. ethylene carbonate (EC), propylene carbonate (PC), poly ethylene 
glycol (PEG)) [26]. These plasticizers reduce the inter and intra-molecular interac-
tion between the polymer chain, thus reduce the Tg and crystallinity of polymer 
chain and enhance the salt dissociation ability [27]. Although this approach 
improves the conductivity of polymer electrolyte, but it also provides low mechani-
cal stability, solvent volatility and reactivity with lithium electrode.

3.3 Composite polymer electrolytes

Conductivity of polymer electrolytes also decreases due to the presence of ion 
pair formation. This behavior is observed mainly because of the low dielectric 
constant of polymer matrix [28]. To overcome this issue, high dielectric constant 
inorganic inert fillers (such as TiO2, SiO2, etc.) are dispersed into the polymer 
electrolyte to avoid ion-ion association. The obtained electrolyte combines the 
properties of ceramic fillers as well as polymer and results the flexible, mechanically 
stable composite polymer electrolyte [29].

3.4 Gel polymer electrolytes

In all the polymer based electrolytes, gel polymer electrolytes (GPEs) are focus-
ing much attention because they combine the advantages of liquid electrolyte such 
as high conductivity, good electrode/electrolyte contact and solid electrolytes like 
as safety, mechanical and thermal stability. In GPEs, polymer is used to trap the 
liquid constituent and provides mechanical support, thus it is considered as safer 
than liquid electrolytes. For the synthesis of GPEs, large amount of organic solvent 
is used in the polymer in which its conduction takes place along the host polymer 
[30]. Recently, ionic liquid (IL) based GPEs are in focus of the research due to the 
desirable properties of ILs such as high conductivity, thermal stability, negligible 
vapor pressure which makes GPE as a suitable replacement of liquid electrolyte.

4. Ionic liquid

ILs are the molten salts that remain in liquid state below 100°C. Sometimes 
these are also referred as room temperature molten salts, ionic fluids, fused salts 
or organic salts. ILs are generally formed by self-dissociated, poorly coordinated, 
bulky organic cations and organic/inorganic anions [31]. Some of the common cat-
ions and anions of ILs are given in Figure 4. These ILs do not have strong ionic bond 
between the cations and anions as in ionic salts (NaCl, KCl, etc.), hence possess low 
lattice energy and remain in dissociated state. Therefore, they show many desirable 
properties as high conductivity, low vapor pressure, melting and glass transition 
temperature, high thermal and electrochemical stability, less polluting and easily 
recyclable [32]. Some of the properties of ILs are given in Table 1 [33–35].

4.1 IL based gel polymer electrolytes

ILs provide outstanding ionic conductivity upto the decomposition temperature 
which enable them to be used as electrolyte. Also, to eliminate their leakage issue, 
ILs are trapped in polymer matrices which are known as GPEs. These IL based GPEs 
show high conductivity, good thermal and electrochemical stability, transparency 
and flexibility (Figure 5) [36].
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Figure 5. 
Flexibility and mechanical stability of IL based gel polymer electrolyte.

They also provide good adhesive nature with the electrode surfaces. The trans-
portation of ions in GPEs occurs by hopping or diffusion process. IL enhances the 
performance of polymer electrolyte in two ways (i) it acts as the plasticizer therefore 
reduces the crystalline phase or enhances the amorphous region, (ii) Supplier of free 
charge carriers, hence helps to improve the ionic conductivity of polymer electrolytes 
[19]. The ionic conductivity of different IL based GPEs are shown in Table 2.

Figure 4. 
Common cations and anions of ionic liquids.

Ionic liquids Tg (C) Tm (C) Td (C) σ (mS/cm) η (cP)

PYP1,4-TFSI −87 −6 — 2.69 60

[EMIM][BF4] −93 −11 450 14 at 25°C 43 at 20°C

[EMIM][PF6] — 60 — 5.2 at 26°C —

[EMIM][TFSI] −98 4 440 8.8 at 20°C 28 at 25°C

[BMIM][Cl] — 41 254 — 1534 at 50°C

[EMIM][FSI] — 12.9 — 16.5 at 25°C 24.5 at 25°C

[HMIM][PF6] −78 −61 417 585 at 25°C

[BMIM][PF6] −76 10 390 1.8 at 25°C 312 at 25°C

[BMIM][TFSI] −104 −4 439 3.9 at 20°C 52 at 25°C

[OMIM][PF6] −82 −40 376 — 682 at 25°C

[HMIM][BF4] −82.4 −18 409 1.22 at 25°C 439

Table 1. 
Properties of ionic liquid.
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5. Results and discussion

5.1 Surface morphology and crystallinity of IL based GPEs

The effect on surface morphology and degree of crystallinity of PEO based 
SPE with the addition of IL is reported in literature. Gupta et al. [47] studied that, 
by using the phosphonium based IL (Trihexyltetradecylphosphonium TFSI) in 
polymer electrolyte (PEO + 20 wt% LiTFSI), increment in amorphous region 
was obtained (Figure 6). The surface morphology of PEO based GPE is given 
in Figure 6. Figure 6(a) shows the crystalline region of polymer PEO, when IL 
(up to 20 wt%) was incorporated into PEO-LiTFSI system, smoother morphol-
ogy was observed which resulted the amorphous nature of GPE. Singh et al. [48] 
also reported that the suppression in rough surface nature of polymer electrolyte 
(PEO + 20 wt% LiTFSI) was observed when BMIMTFSI IL was added into it. The 
smoother surface morphology of polymer electrolyte was observed due to the plas-
ticization effect of ionic liquid which reduced the interaction between the polymer 
chain and made it more flexible.

From the XRD analysis, crystallinity of GPEs is also reported in many stud-
ies. Gupta et al. [47] reported the variation in crystallinity of SPE with the 
addition of phosphonium based IL They showed the semi-crystalline nature of 
polymer PEO. When LiTFSI salt and IL were added into the PEO, broadening of 
halo region and FDHM of polymer electrolytes were noticed which resulted the 
decrement in crystalline region or enhancement in amorphous region of polymer 
electrolyte (Figure 7(A)).

Singh et al. [48] reported the effect of BMIMTFSI IL on the crystallinity of SPE 
(PEO + 20 wt% LiTFSI). They showed that with the addition of IL into SPE, halo 
region was increased substantially and relative intensities of the crystalline peaks 
reduced. This proved the enhancement in amorphous phase in polymer electrolyte 
(Figure 7(B)). Therefore, presence of IL in polymer electrolyte improves its amor-
phous region which is desirable for the conduction of Li+ ions, since, conduction in 
polymer electrolytes occurs only in this region.

ILs based GPEs Conductivity (mS/cm) References

PEO20LiTFSI2[Pyr1.2O1TFSI]4 2.5 × 10−4 at 20°C [37]

PEO20LiTFSI1[Pyr1.2O1TFSI]1.5 7 × 10−5 at 20°C [35]

PVdF-HFP + 20 wt.% LiTFSI+60% BMIMBF4 1.7 at RT [38]

PPEGDA15%[LiBF4Im12BF4]85% 1.2 × 10−4 at 20°C [39]

[PPyr11TFSI]50%[Li(G4)]TFSI50% 1 × 10−4 at 20°C [40]

EGDMA-MMA + 0.5 M PP14Cl + 80% PP14TFSI 0.09 at 25°C [41]

PEO + 20wt%LiFSI+7.5wt%EMIMFSI 0.289 at RT [36]

PEO + 20wt%LiTFSI+12.5wt%EMIMTFSI 0.208 at 30°C [42]

PEO20LiTFSI [Pyr13TFSI]2.15 3 × 10−4 at 20°C [43]

PEO + 10wt%NaMS+60wt%BMIM-MS 0.105 at 30°C [44]

PEO + 10% NaTFSI+40% BMIMTFSI 0.4 at 30°C [45]

PEO20LiTFSI2 [Pyr14TFSI]2 1 × 10−4 at 20°C [46]

Table 2. 
Ionic conductivity of ILs based GPEs.
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5.2 Ionic and Li+ ions conductivity of IL based GPEs

In batteries, electrolyte plays the major role to transport the ions between the 
two electrodes. So, conductivity of electrolyte is very important parameter for Li 
battery. It is well known that the IL acts as a plasticizer and its presence in polymer 
electrolyte enhances the ionic conductivity. IL also provides free charge carriers 
and therefore helps to promote the ionic conductivity of polymer electrolyte. 

Figure 6. 
SEM image for (a) pure PEO and PEO + 20 wt% LiTFSI + Xwt% IL (b) X = 0, (c) X = 10, (d) X = 20.

Figure 7. 
XRD pattern of (A) phosphonium IL based polymer electrolytes, PEO + 20wt.%LiTFSI + x% IL (x = 0, 10, 
20, 40); and (B) polymer electrolytes (a) PEO with PEO + 20wt.%LiTFSI + xwt.% BMIMTFSI (b) x = 0, 
(c) x = 5, (d) x = 10, (e) x = 15 and (f) x = 20.
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The increment in the conductivity of polymer electrolyte with IL concentration is 
also reported by Gupta et al. [49] and Balo et al. [36] which are depicted in Figure 
8(a) and (b) respectively. Gupta et al. [49] showed that ionic conductivity of poly-
mer electrolyte (PEO + 20 wt% LiFSI) increases with IL (PYR13FSI) concentration.

Whereas, Balo et al. [36] synthesized the PEO based polymer electrolyte (PE
O + 20wt.%LiFSI + xwt.%EMIMFSI; for 0 ≤ x ≤ 15) and mentioned the use of 
optimized concentration of IL in polymer electrolyte. They found similar increasing 
trend of conductivity of polymer electrolyte with IL, but after certain concentra-
tion, it showed decreasing trend (Figure 8(b)). It happened because with the 
addition of IL into polymer electrolyte, large number of FSI− anions was available 
which started to interact with Li+ ions present in the polymer electrolyte. Therefore, 
they formed ion pairs instead of participating in interaction with ether oxygen of 
PEO, due to which conductivity of electrolyte was reduced.

5.3 Electrochemical stability of IL based GPEs

Electrochemical stability of electrolyte is an important parameter as it decides 
the performance of the battery in working voltage range. Electrochemical stabil-
ity of GPEs should be high so that it can be used in high voltage Li batteries. Many 
studies have been carried out on the electrochemical performance of PEO and IL 

Figure 8. 
Variation in (a) ionic conductivity as well as (b) Li+ ion conductivity and degree of crystallinity of polymer 
electrolyte with IL concentration.

Figure 9. 
Electrochemical stability of (a) imidazolium (EMIMFSI) and (b) pyrrolidinium (PYR13FSI) IL based GPEs.
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based GPEs. Singh et al. [48] synthesized the GPE, PEO + 20 wt% LITFSI + xwt% 
BMIMTFSI (x = 5, 10, 15, 20) for Li battery and the electrochemical stability of 
20 wt% IL containing GPE was reported ~4 V vs. Li/Li+.

Balo et al. used the same polymer system with EMIMFSI and EMIMTFSI ILs and 
found that the GPE, PEO + 20 wt% LiTFSI + 10 wt% EMIMFSI was electrochemically 
stable up to ~6.4 V vs. Li/Li+ (Figure 9(a)) [50]. In another study they showed that 
the polymer electrolyte, PEO + 20 wt% LiTFSI + 10 wt% EMIMTFSI, was stable upto 
~5.1 V vs. Li/Li+ [42]. Also, Gupta et al. [49] reported the electrochemical stability of 
pyrrolidinium IL based GPE (PEO + 20% LiFSI + 10% PYR13FSI) which was ~4.8 V 
vs. Li/Li+ (Figure 9(b)). Therefore, it can be concluded that IL based GPEs show 
enough electrochemical stability to be used in high voltage Li batteries application.

6. Application of IL based GPEs in Lithium batteries

Because of having several required properties, IL based polymer electrolytes 
are frequently used in many application as in supercapacitors, batteries and fuel 
cell etc. Particularly, in Li batteries, they are gaining much attention due to their 
high energy density, flexibility and safety. In recent years, almost all the electronic 
equipment are being run by polymer batteries as laptop, mobile phones, power 
banks, portable media players etc. Many reports include the application of GPEs 
in Li batteries. As one of the main advantage of GPE is that it forms stable solid 
electrolyte interface (SEI) passive layer between the electrode-electrolyte and 
provides higher cyclic stability to Li battery. Battery performance of PEO based 
GPEs have already been studied in literature. Gupta et al. [51] synthesized the 
GPE, (PEO + 20 wt% LiTFSI + 30 wt% 1-butyl-3-methyl pyridinium TFSI), 
and reported its performance in Li battery in (Li/LiFePO4) configuration. They 
obtained maximum discharge capacity ~160 mAh/g and 99% Coulombic efficiency 
upto 35 cycles at 40°C (Figure 10(a) and (b)). In another report, they used the 
pyrrolidinium based IL in polymer system, PEO + 20% LiFSI + 10% PYR13FSI, with 
graphene oxide coated LiFePO4 cathode and obtained maximum discharge capacity 
~163 mAh/g at C/10 rate at room temperature (RT) (Figure 10(c)) [49]. It was the 
result of high conductivity of IL, PYR13FSI and LiFSI salt as well as high electronic 
conductivity and large surface area of graphene oxide (GO) which enhanced the 
electron transfer rate and hence capacity of Li battery. This Li battery provided 
almost constant capacity and Coulombic efficiency upto 100 cycles (Figure 10(d)). 
Balo et al. [36] reported the same system (Li/LiFePO4) using imidazolium IL based 
polymer electrolyte PEO + 20 wt.% LiFSI + 7.5wt.%EMIMFSI at RT.

They found maximum discharge capacity ~143 mAh/g at C/20 rate which 
decreased upto 130 mAh/g at C/10 and further reduced upto 20 mAh/g at 2C 
discharge rate. This reduction of discharge capacity was reported due to the increase 
of electrolyte ohmic drop and limited Li+ ion diffusion in composite cathode. The 
above polymer systems have been also tested with high voltage and capacity cathode 
materials such as LiNixMnyCozO2 (NMC) and LiNixCoyAlzO2 (NCA). These electro-
lytes are electrochemically stable even at high voltage which deliver high capacity 
and cyclic stability to the Li battery. Gupta et al. [52] used the phosphonium based 
IL (trihexyltetradecylphosphonium bis TFSI) in PEO-LiTFSI polymer system.

They fabricated the Li cell (Li/LiNi0.6Mn0.2Co0.2O2) and obtained maximum 
discharge capacity ~148 mAh/g with 95% Coulombic efficiency upto 150th cycle at 
C/10 rate in the voltage range of 2.4–4.2 V (Figure 11(a, b)). The impedance of the 
Li cell was also evaluated with cycling (inset of Figure 11(b)). It showed the slight 
increment in the interfacial resistance value and hence, resulted very small capacity 
fading of Li cell (Figure 11(b)). Balo et al. [50] used imidazolium IL (EMIMFSI) 
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based GPE (PEO + 20 wt% LiTFSI + 10 wt% EMIMFSI) in Li/NCA cell. They 
observed the discharge capacity ~175 mAh/g at C/10 current rate which remained 
almost stable throughout cycling (Figure 11(c, d)) and only 0.05% of total capacity 
was lost during 200 cycles (inset of Figure 11(d)). The use of Li metal electrode in Li 
batteries are in demand due to its higher energy density and capacity (3862 mAh/g), 
but it could not be frequently used in application purpose because of the formation 
of Li dendrites. This Li dendrite is formed due to the deposition of Li+ ions on the 
Li metal surface during cycling which starts to grow and causes short circuiting 
and results low cyclic stability. Therefore, in order to obtain high capacity and safer 
Li battery, suppression of dendrite growth is important. It was reported that the 
dendrite growth becomes faster with liquid solvents. But the use of GPEs in Li bat-
tery is able to suppress its growth because of having mechanical stability. Therefore, 
the use of GPEs provides safety and cyclic stability to Li battery. The electrochemical 
stability of GPEs with Li electrode is reported in literature. Wang et al. [53] reported 
the combination of the use of LAGP-PEO (LiTFSI) composite solid electrolyte and 
the modification of Li anode with PEO500000 (LiTFSI) in Li/LiMn0.8Fe0.2PO4 battery. 
They obtained that the use of both can effectively prevent the Li dendrite growth. 
Kim et al. used three different ILs (BMITFSI, BMIBF4 and BMICF3SO3) in polymer 
system (PEO-LiTFSI) and reported that the Polymer electrolyte with BMITFSI IL 
resulted low and stable interfacial resistance or dendrite growth on lithium metal. 
Balo et al. [50] examined the performance of EMIMFSI IL in PEO-LiTFSI system. 
They found the stable and uniform formation of Li dendrite between lithium and 
GPE during cycling (Figure 12(a)). They also evaluated the interfacial resistance of 
this passive layer and observed that except the initial few cycles almost stable interfa-
cial resistance 380 Ω/cm2 was obtained throughout the cycling (Figure 12(b)).

Figure 10. 
Electrochemical performance of (a, b) 1-butyl-3-methyl pyridinium TFSI and (c, d) N-propyl-N-
methylpyrrolidinium-FSI IL based polymer electrolytes with Li/LiFePO4 and graphene oxide coated LiFePO4 
cathode respectively.
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Figure 12. 
(a) Voltage vs. time profile of lithium deposition and (b) evolution of interfacial resistances during cycling 
using GPE (PEO + 20wt% LiTFSI + 10wt% EMIMFSI).

Other reports on the electrochemical performance of Li batteries using PEO 
based GPEs are also tabulated in Table 3. All these analysis shows that the use of 
GPEs in Li battery maintains the cyclability and electrochemical stability of the Li 
battery much more compared to liquid solvents.

Therefore, from the above discussions it can be concluded that the IL based 
GPEs not only provide good ionic conductivity, flexibility and mechanical stability 
but also act as a potential candidate in order to enhance the capacity, cyclicity and 
safety to Li battery.

Figure 11. 
Discharge capacity, efficiency (at C/10 rate) and capacity fading of the Li cell (a, b) Li/
(PEO + 20wt%LiTFSI + 20wt% trihexyltetradecylphosphonium TFSI)/LiNi0.6Mn0.2Co0.2O2 and (c, d) Li/
(PEO + 20 wt% LiTFSI + 10 wt% EMIMFSI)/NCA.
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7. Conclusion

In summary, many approaches have been proposed to enhance the conductivity of 
PEO based polymer electrolyte below melting temperature. Among them, ionic liquid 
based GPEs are considered as the most promising approach. These GPEs enhance the 
ionic conductivity, thermal and electrochemical stability of the polymer electrolytes. 
They provide better electrode-electrolyte contact, mechanical stability and safety to 
Li batteries. Because of having enough mechanical stability, they are able to suppress 
the undesirable dendrite formation and help to provide safer Li battery. Also, due to 
their high electrochemical stability, they can be used in high voltage and energy den-
sity batteries. In these batteries, they show good electrochemical and cyclic stability as 
well as offer flexibility and safety. Therefore, these IL based GPEs can be considered 
as a potential candidate for replacement of liquid electrolyte in Li batteries.
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Polymer electrolytes Li battery C-rate Capacity 
(mAh/g)

References

PEO20LiTFSI[Pyr13TFSI]1.27 Li/LiFePO4 at RT C/10 115 at 20 cycles [54]

PEO20LiTFSI2[Pyr14TFSI]4 Li/NMC at 40°C C/10 160 at 100th 
cycle

[55]

PEO20LiTFSI[Im12TFSI] Li/LiFePO4 at 
50°C

C/5 110 at 20th cycle [56]

PEO20LiTFSI[Pip1.1O1TFSI] Li/LiFePO4 at RT C/20 120 at 35th cycle [57]

PEO20LiTFSI[Pip1.1O1TFSI] Li/Li4Ti5O12 at RT C/20 150 at 40th cycle [57]

PEO20LiTFSI2[Pyr14TFSI]4 Li/LiFePO4 at 
40°C

C/10 140 at 450th 
cycle

[58]

PEO + 20wt%LiTFSI + 20wt%ThdpTFSI Li/NMC622 at RT C/10 148 at 150th cycle [52]

PEO20LiTFSI2[Pyr14TFSI]2 Li/LiFePO4 at 
40°C

C/5 160 at 180th cycle [59]

PEO-LiTFSI-10wt%EMIMFSI Li/NCA at RT C/10 175 at 200th cycle [50]

PEO + LiFSI + 7.5 wt.% EMIMFSI Li/LiFePO4 at RT C/20 143 at 100th cycle [36]

PEO + LiTFSI + 12.5%EMIMTFSI Li/LiMn2O4 at RT C/10 120 at 10th cycle [42]

PEO + 20%LiTFSI + 30%(1-butyl 
3-methyl pyridiniumTFSI)

Li/LiFePO4 at 
40°C

C/10 160 at 25th cycle [51]

PEO + 20%LiFSI + 10%PYR13FSI Li/GO-LiFePO4 
at rt

C/10 163 at 100th cycle [49]

PEO + 20wt%LiTFSI + 20 wt% 
BMIMTFSI

Li/LiMn2O4 at RT 140 μAh/cm2 at 
25 cycle

[48]

Table 3. 
Electrochemical performance of Li batteries using IL based GPEs.
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Chapter 6

Bioelectrochemical Processes in
Industrial Biotechnology
Venko Beschkov and Elena Razkazova-Velkova

Abstract

Industrial fermentation and biological wastewater treatment are usually based
on redox processes taking place in living cells and on enzyme processes. The prac-
tical application of these redox processes is usually associated with electricity gen-
eration in microbial fuel cells or process enhancement in microbial electrolysis cells.
The microbial fuel cell approach leads to straightforward wastewater treatment
with less energy demand. Additional advantages of these processes are the direct
removal of various pollutants and the avoidance of addition of chemical agents with
the resulting waste products of treatment as it is familiar with the traditional
chemical methods. Another option for the use of bioelectrochemical processes in
practice is the approach of microbial electrolysis cells. The application of electric
field on fermentation or microbial wastewater treatment processes might result in
different aspects: either in purely electrochemical processes on the electrodes or in
different types of bioelectrochemical stimulation of enzyme activity in the living
cells. These applications are associated with the combination of enzyme activity
with electrochemical processes to produce or remove certain compounds rapidly at
high concentrations with no additions of other chemicals. In the present chapter,
both approaches (microbial fuel cells and microbial electrolysis cells) are presented
and discussed. Some practical applications and experimental examples of such
bioelectrochemical redox processes stimulated by constant electric field are
demonstrated.

Keywords: redox systems, microbial fuel cells, microbial electrolysis cells,
bioelectrochemical oxidation, bioelectrochemical reduction

1. Introduction

The depletion of the traditional energy resources together with the environ-
mental problems caused by the excessive use of fossil fuels and the resulting emis-
sions of greenhouse gases have prompted humanity to replace fossil fuels, at least
partially, by renewable energy sources. Besides the well-known hydropower, wind
power and solar energy as well as utilization of biomass, there is another option to
remedy the problem of energy demand and the resulting pollution. It is based on
bioelectrochemical processes.

During the last decades the concept of microbial fuel cells (MFC) is a subject of
significant scientific interest [1–4]. This idea seems to be very attractive, because it
offers double benefit: first, to generate electricity without air pollution and second,
to carry out wastewater treatment to clean water ponds with considerably reduced
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energy consumption [3, 4]. Although the electric power density for these devices is
rather modest, the generated energy might reduce the energy consumption of a
wastewater treatment plant compared to the traditional ones and to open the way to
further improvements.

Another option for bioelectrochemical applications in wastewater treatment and
industrial biotechnology is the stimulation of microbial redox processes by electric
field.

The present work proposes an overview on the principles, achievements and
future trends in these two fields of scientific and practical activity: energy genera-
tion by microbial fuel cells and enhanced processes in biotechnology and wastewa-
ter treatment by microbial electrolysis cells (MEC).

2. Microbial fuel cells

The principle of operation for microbial fuel cells is similar to the one for the
traditional fuel cells, cf. Figure 1. There are fuels, i.e. reducers, and oxidant, usually
oxygen or air. A typical feature of the microbial fuel cells is that, they operate at
ambient temperature with a little external energy input to maintain the redox
process. The compartment the microbes are placed in depends on their role in the
overall process.

In general, the electrochemical reactions taking place on the electrodes are:
On the cathode:

O2 þ 4Hþ þ 4e� ! 2H2O (1)

On the anode:

Reducers represented as chemical oxygen demand, COD
� �

–4e� � 4Hþ

! oxidation products: (2)

Of course, the electron acceptor could be different, e.g. sulfate, nitrate, etc. Thus
the beneficial effect could be multiple – cleaning wastewater from excessive COD
and removing nitrate from surface or industrial water, for example.

The protons necessary for the cathode reaction are transferred from the anodic
space to the cathodic one through a separation proton exchanging membrane
(PEM).

Electromotive force ΔU is generated as a result of the two electrode reactions.
Any reducer can be used or treated by this method: starting with heavy metal
cations to organic substances.

Typical characteristics of the fuel cell are the polarization curves of the depen-
dence of the fuel cell electromotive force on the current density. An example of
such polarization curve for any fuel cell is shown in Figure 2.

Besides the linear Ohmic range depending on the fuel cell conductivity, there is a
sharp drop in voltage at low current densities, associated with the overpotential for
overcoming energy barrier (reaction rate losses) [5]. At higher current densities the
non-linear course of the curve is due to mass transfer limitations [5]. The polariza-
tion curves give information about the difficulties to be overcome. Moreover it is
evident, that the losses are bigger for the cathode processes compared to the anodic
space and the membrane resistance.

When the target process is removal of reducers, the conditions in the anode
space of the MFC must be anaerobic to avoid competitive oxidation of the sub-
strates in the bulk. This is one of the reasons why the MFC efficiencies are rather
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low. Therefore enhancement of the electron transfer to the electrode is required. It
is accomplished by different means: self-produced mediators by the living cells,
artificial ones and by direct electron transfer to the anode [6, 7]. It is important to
select bacteria that can directly transport electrons outside the cells, so-called
“exoelectrogens”, cf. Logan et al. [8].

Figure 1.
A general drawing of a microbial fuel cell with oxygen as electron acceptor. Two-chamber set with solution-fed
cathode (a); one-chamber set (b). Sketch of the MFC application mode (c).
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Self-produced mediators, e.g. pyocyanin can shuttle electrons and produce elec-
tricity. This method was first proposed as a mechanism for electron transfer to Fe3+

by Rabaey et al. in 2005 [9]. The major advantage of self-produced electron medi-
ators is the long-range interaction between the bacteria and the anode. The micro-
organisms do not need to be in direct contact with the electrode for the transfer of
electrons to occur.

Artificial mediators can cross cell membranes and accept electrons, leaving the
cell in a reduced form to transfer the electrons to the electrode [10]. Examples of
such artificial mediators are the dye neutral red, iron chelates, various phenazines,
4-napthoquinone, and thionine [9]. There are studies proposing other artificial
mediators for electron transfer [11, 12].

In general, there are two basic types of microbial fuel cells depending on the
state of the microorganisms: with free microbial cells or with ones attached to solid
support and to one of the electrodes as well. The latter approach is preferable for
continuous operation also for easier electron transfer toward the electrodes.

Direct electron transfer can occur through direct contact between the microor-
ganisms and the electrode or with the use of nanowires. Direct contact requires that
the organisms have membrane bound electron transport protein relays, such as
cytochromes, to facilitate the transfer of electrons out of the cell [13]. However, this
transfer allows for only one layer of bacteria in direct contact with the electrode.
There are bacteria with appendages called nanowires. These appendages that are
supposed to carry electrons from the bacterial cell to the surface of the anode. These
appendages allow for multiple layers of bacteria on the anode to transfer electrons
as well as interspecies transfer and transfer from the bulk liquid to the anode [7].
Such bacteria are Shewanella oneidensis, Synechocystis strain PCC 6803, Geobacter
sulfurreducens, etc. [3, 14]. Nanowires can serve as cell connections of bacteria in a
biofilm and can facilitate the transfer of electrons from the outer layers of a biofilm
to the electrode [15]. The lack of nanowires may result in decrease of current
production by 70% [16].

All these features of electron transfer to the anode accompanied by competitive
bulk reactions and fermentation processes inside the bacteria lead to low current
and power efficiencies. Moreover, certain overpotentials due to limitations of elec-
tron transfer described above are possible.

Figure 2.
Typical polarization curve of fuel cell operating in gaseous phase.
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Different substrates are tested for treatment by microbial fuel cells: lignocellu-
lose materials and waste, landfill leachate, manure, low-grade carbohydrates,
starch, domestic wastewater, etc. [17]. There are studies on biodegradation of
hydrocarbons, including aromatic, polycyclic and heterocyclic ones by MFC
[18, 19].

In some studies sulfate [20–22] or nitrate [23–26] was used as electron acceptor
in the cathodic compartment, thus cleaning the water from these pollutants.

There are papers studying the reduction of sulfate to sulfide to remove the
cations of heavy metals (copper, lead, zinc, etc.) as insoluble sulfide from mining
drainage water [27, 28].

Proper cell design, electrodes, substrates, proton exchange membranes and bac-
terial species forming biofilms on the electrode are very important to microbial fuel
cells [3, 7, 14, 16]. MFC requires selection of appropriate electrode materials with
high electric conductivity and good adhesive properties at the same time [29–31].

Another important goal of the electrode composition is the electro-catalytic
activity, attained by doping with target catalysts. The energy generation of MFC is
influenced by many factors, including the type of electrode material [30–32]. Stud-
ies on this subject were made by Hubenova et al. [12] proposing styryl-quinolinum
dye as molecular electrocatalyst and Mitov et al. [33], who studied nickel-doped
cathode. Another study was dedicated to nano-modified NiFe-and NiFeP-carbon
felt as anode electrocatalysts in yeast-biofuel cell [34]. There are also works on the
use of Pt-coated carbon felt, cf. Park and Zeikus [30] and graphite electrode in a
brush-like shape, cf. Logan et al. [35].

As can be seen in Figure 2, the cathode losses in cell voltage are the biggest.
There are some efforts to minimize, if not to avoid, those losses. One reason is the
limited mass transfer rate of oxygen in dual chamber fuel cell in liquid phase, cf.
Figure 1. Therefore, the direct contact of oxygen molecules with the cathode is
proposed in a single chamber fuel cell, cf. Liu et al. [36, 37]. Another approach is to
replace oxygen by ferric or copper cations in aqueous solution, proposed by ter
Heijne [38]. Power densities reaching 2 W m�2 were attained.

There are different microbial strains used for MFC. The most frequently used
ones are from the genera Geobacter [16], Shewanella [3, 30], Desulfovibrio [39, 40],
Pseudomonas [8, 41, 42], as well as Clostridium [43, 44], etc.

2.1 Microbial fuel cells for wastewater treatment (COD removal)

The most widespread application of microbial fuel cells is wastewater treatment,
either of municipal wastewater or industrial ones. The pollutants, represented as
chemical oxygen demand (COD) are used as a fuel, feeding the anode compartment
of the fuel cell. Electromotive force is generated in the process of indirect oxidation
and the generated electric energy can be used for maintenance of the wastewater
treatment facility.

The MFCs were considered to be used for treating wastewater early in 1991 [45].
The power generated by MFCs in the wastewater treatment process can potentially
halve the electricity needed in a conventional treatment process for aerating acti-
vated sludge. Later it was proposed to treat the wastewater in anaerobic digester to
produce biogas and to yield volatile fatty acids, e.g. acetic, propionic and butyric.
These acids feed the MFC to yield CO2 and H2O [46, 47].

Wastewater from breweries has been a favorite among researchers as a substrate
in MFCs, primarily. The range of 3000–5000 mg of COD/dm3 is typical for waste-
water from breweries and it is approximately 10 times more concentrated than in
domestic wastewater [48]. It could also be an ideal substrate for MFCs due to its
high carbohydrate content and low ammonium nitrogen concentration [48]. Starch
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processing wastewater contains a relatively high content of carbohydrates, which
can be potentially converted to useful products [43, 49].

The most spread application of microbial fuel cells is for treatment of domestic
wastewater. It is comprehensively considered by Muñoz-Cupa et al. [50]. Consid-
erable attention was paid to the treatment of landfill leachates resulting from the
trickling rainwater through the waste layers in a landfill. For example, 242.3 Mt. of
municipal solid waste was produced in the European Union in 2015, 62 Mt. of which
were discarded in landfills [51]. Landfill leachate usually contain dissolved organic
matter, inorganic macrocomponents, heavy metals, and xenobiotic compounds.
These wastewater are associated with high organic load of up to 152000 mg COD/
dm3 [52]. Such efforts have been made by Kjeldsen et al. [52], Galvez et al. [53] and
Damiano [14]. It was reported that COD removal efficiency can reach more than
80%, with low power density (up to 125 W m�3), cf. [50]. The energy output
related to the destroyed COD is less than 0.04 kWh/kg COD. The Coulombic
efficiency according to Faraday’s law is very low, i.e. less than 15% [51]. However,
the energy consumption for biodegradation of 1 kg COD in a traditional wastewater
treatment facility is around 0.11 kWh/kg COD. It means that about 40% of the
required energy can be supplied to the very process by MFC. The next benefit of
MFC is the lower energy consumption for the substrate feed compared to the
traditional methods where aeration and mixing are necessary.

There is a paper, reporting relatively high power densities (up to 10 W m�3) in
MFC after treatment of food leachate by gradual increase of pH in the feed [54]. At
certain pH-values within the range of 6.3 and 7.6 the Coulombic efficiency
reached 63%.

A combination of photochemical bioreactor and a fuel cell assembly for dairy
waste removal was reported by Bolognesi et al. [55]. The Coulombic efficiencies
were up to 21% with power density of 2.8 W m�3.

The reported Coulombic efficiencies for MFC vary within a wide range (from 1
to 85%), depending on different conditions studied. The best current efficiencies
found in the literature are for MFC operating with 0.4% sucrose solutions (between
71 and 85%) [56].

As can be seen, the power output and the current efficiency derived at MFC
operation for wastewater treatment vary considerably depending on the operating
conditions: type of substrate, microbes used (single cultures or consortia), cell
immobilization, fuel cell construction, etc.

However, it is important to note, that the energy, consumed for MFC operation
for this purpose is much less than the one for traditional aerated equipment,
irrespective of the low Coulombic efficiency. Hence, the benefits of MFC use in
these cases are multiple: first, it is the wastewater treatment and second, energy
saving, avoiding the expensive mixing and aeration, with the use of simpler and
cheaper equipment.

2.2 Microbial fuel cells with sulfate reduction

Another opportunity to use the MFC technique is to reduce sulfate ions in mine
wastewater. They are usually acidic due to high sulfate content and they contain
different heavy metals (copper, zinc, iron). Although they are in huge amounts
their concentrations are low which make their chemical removal unfeasible from
energy point of view. The large flow rates of the mine waters are an additional
difficulty because large facilities are needed for water treatment with large energy
demand. It is interesting to use the fuel cell technique to reduce sulfate as oxidizer
instead of oxygen thus reducing them to sulfide [20–22]. Then the cations of heavy
metals will be easily deposited as insoluble sulfides [27, 28, 57–59]. There is double
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effect – removal of heavy metals and sulfate and adjustment of pH for the drained
water..The most studied sulfate-reducing bacteria are from the genera Desulfovibrio,
Desulfobacter, Desulfococcus, etc. [28, 39, 40, 57].

The increase in electricity production in MFCs requires to optimize the inhibi-
tion of the metabolic pathways, which compete with electricity production [25].

The presence of sulfate and sulfide ions in anaerobic reactors hampers the
growth of methanogenic archaea and justifies the use of sulfate and sulfate-reducing
bacteria in the anodic space of MFC. It is important that the sulfate-reducing
bacteria are able to transfer directly electrons to solid electrodes, thus reducing the
competitive bulk redox processes in the anodic space. This technology associates the
removal of both sulfate and the chemical oxygen demand (COD) with the produc-
tion of electricity [22].

2.3 Microbial fuel cells with nitrate reduction

Nitrogen containing ions such as nitrate and nitrite occur widely in different
process streams, coming from the extensive use of fertilizers in agriculture or
production of explosives. The main problem is the reduction of nitrate to nitrite,
both being toxic because of formation of methemoglobin [59] and carcinogenic N-
nitrosamines [60] from nitrite.

The MFC with nitrate reduction differ, as all MFC, by the process involved on
the other electrode, the bacterial culture used, and the construction of the cell. In
most cases wastewater characterized by COD and nitrate polluted fluxes are
treated. Many research efforts are directed to simultaneous nitrification and deni-
trification processes [23–25].

Systems working with a combination of sulfide and nitrate contaminated fluxes
in the anode and cathode space of the fuel cell respectively are interesting for
research [61–64] because of the simultaneous removal of two pollutants. Here there
can be also nitrification and denitrification processes or only denitrification.

The following biochemical pathway of consecutive steps of nitrate-to-nitrite
conversion and nitrite reduction to gaseous nitrogen found [65]:

NO3
� ! NO2

� ! NO gð Þ ! N2O gð Þ ! N2 gð Þ (3)

Denitrifying microorganisms are generally facultative anaerobes that could
utilize chemically bound oxygen under anoxic conditions, e.g. in the nitrate ion,
serving as electron acceptor instead of free oxygen.

It was pointed out by Wang et al. [65] that the microbial communities for
denitrification are Comamonadaceae phylotypes and that the nitrification process
could be explained by the high predominance of ammonia-oxidizing bacteria as
Nitrosomonas. The existence of other potential heterotrophic denitrifiers as
Burkholderiadaceae, Alcaligenaceae is also confirmed.

Pseudomonas denitrificans was used in [63, 65].
Pseudomonas sp. C27 is applied a pure culture, an autotrophic denitrifier, using

sulfide as the only electron donor in a two-chambered MFC [64].
А technology that is particularly useful for nitrogen removal from wastewaters

with low COD/N ratios is proposed in [23] to achieve simultaneous carbon and
nitrogen removal from a single wastewater stream. For this purpose, the effluent
from an acetate supplied MFC anode is directed to an aerobic stage for ammonium
oxidation to nitrate. This stream is subsequently fed to the cathode of the MFC for
denitrification. The removal rates are up to 2 kg COD m�3 day�1 and 0.41 kg NO3-
N m�3 day�1 with maximum power output of 34.6 W m�3 and a maximum current
of 133 A m�3.
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In [25] a single chamber microbial fuel cell with a rotating biocathode was
developed to remove simultaneously chemical oxygen demand (COD) and nitrogen
with electric current generation. Carbon felt, on which exoelectrogenic bacteria
grew, was used as the anode on the bottom and disks of the same material are the
rotating cathode on the top. Under continuous regime with a feeding COD/N ratio
of 5:1 the removal efficiencies of total organic carbon (TOC) and total nitrogen
(TN) were 85.7 � 7.4% and 91.5 � 7.2%, respectively, and maximum power output
of 585 mW m�3.

In [63] a MFC that consists of two concentric cylindric compartments with
effective volume of 300 ml each was investigated (Figure 3). The separating mem-
brane was placed on the bottom of the inner cylinder. Activated and pyrolized
paddling was used as anode. Granulated activated carbon was added in the cathode
compartment in order to increase the electrode surface. The activated carbon was
also used for immobilization of Pseudomonas denitrificans (NBIMCC 1625). The
results for the power generation in this construction are shown in Figure 4. The
results are better for lower concentrations of sulfide and nitrate because of the
inhibition on the bacterial activity at higher sulfate and nitrite concentrations.

The wetland fuel cells are an interesting solution for low cost wastewater treat-
ment. Ge et al. [66] reported for simultaneous nitrate and phosphorus removal in a
pyrite-based wetland-microbial fuel cell.

Figure 3.
Drawing of microbial fuel cell with cylindrical assembly of anode and cathode compartments.
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3. Microbial electrolysis processes

There is a further development of the concept of microbial fuel cells. The aim is
to treat wastewater by electrolysis facilitated by microbial process in the anodic
space of electrolyzer with simultaneous production of hydrogen on the cathode
[67–71].

Bioelectrochemical systems (BESs) can be regarded as electrochemical systems,
in which at least one of the electrode reactions involves electrochemical interactions
with electroactive bacteria. Most frequently it is the anodic reaction that requires
the presence of certain microorganisms, yielding electrons from a biodegradable
substrate to the anode. Some examples for such processes will be described briefly
here.

3.1 Hydrogen production in microbial electrolysis cells

In contrast to the electrolytic production of hydrogen MEC require a small
additional input of external electrical energy to facilitate hydrogen formation on the
cathode [68–70]. The principle of MEC is similar to the traditional electrolysis ones
but microbes grow on organic substrate in the anode compartment. Due to vital
activity of the bacteria, chemical energy from organic matter in the wastewater is
converted into electrical energy. The microorganisms used in MFCs are also appli-
cable to MEC systems due to their similar anodic process [69].

There are papers, claiming to destroy landfill leachate and to produce hydrogen
at the same time [71] and the COD removal efficiency is reported to reach 73%,
whereas the hydrogen yield was up to 95%.

The voltage produced by the electroactive bacteria is not sufficient for water
splitting and hydrogen release. That is why for microbial electrolysis a certain
external voltage is applied. For the case of bacterially assisted microbial electrolysis
cell (MEC) the hydrogen production increases with the applied voltage (i.e.,
0.6–1.0 V) [72], which is much less than the theoretical voltage for abiotic water
electrolysis (1.229 V).

Figure 4.
Profile for power vs. current in cylindrical microbial fuel cell operating with sulfide and nitrate anions. (♦) –
3.5 mM sulfide, 3.5 mM nitrate; (□) – 15.6 mM sulfide, 8 mM nitrate.
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3.2 Wastewater treatment by MEC

There are some studies on biological treatment of wastewater, containing recal-
citrant organic pollutants, facilitated by electrolysis. There are also studies on the
effect of Fenton pre-treatment on the performance of MEC in landfill leachate
treatment [73] and the effect of co-substrate [52].

There is also an ambitious project to utilize the energy generated in MFC to treat
wastewater in microbial electrolysis [74]. In [74] microbial consortium in activated
sludge is used and it is coupled in parallel with MFCs for landfill leachate treatment
for power generation. In this paper a 38% efficiency of COD and 90% of ammonia
removal are attained. Although the current and power densities are low, this
approach might save energy for wastewater treatment. The low voltage efficiencies
can be overcome by coupling the MFCs in parallel or consecutively.

3.3 Microbial processes stimulated by constant electric fields

These processes are similar to the concept of MEC, but with the opposite aim.
Whereas in the case of hydrogen production microbes facilitate electrolysis making
it feasible in terms of energy, here the electric energy facilitates the natural redox
processes in fermentation, thus reducing the energy consumption compared to
aeration and mixing. Additional advantage could be the electrochemical removal of
intermediates inhibiting the overall fermentation process. Some examples of this
approach are described below.

3.3.1 Sorbitol-to-sorbose biotransformation

This biotransformation is a step in the traditional technology for L-ascorbic acid
production (vitamin C) accomplished with the strain Gluconobacter oxydans. It is an
aerobic process requiring high aeration rate and energy consumption. There was an
effort to minimize energy consumption, applying constant electric field in the
fermentation broth [75]. The results were positive: the constant electric field could
replace partially intensive aeration and mixing, cf. Figure 5. The apparent volu-
metric mass transfer coefficient kLa was estimated as 6.5 h�1, whereas the attained
value at aeration and mixing is about 33 h�1. It is visible from Figure 5 that the most

Figure 5.
Dependence of the production rate rp (•) and the apparent volumetric mass transfer coefficient kLa (ο). Initial
sorbitol concentration 100 g dm�3.
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strongly manisfested effect was around a certain value of anode potential (i.e. –
0.05 V/S.H.E.), following the well-known “windows theory” according to which
physical effects (like electric potential, current, temperature, etc.) have maximum
impact on biological processes within a certain value range, like in an open window
[76]. Calculations of Coulombic efficiency compared to the results of chemical
analyses showed that the observed effect cannot be explained by purely electro-
chemical processes. The current efficiencies calculated by Faraday law were three
orders of magnitude less than the expected ones by the chemical analyses. It was
explained that the constant electric field affected the active sites of the enzyme
sorbitol dehydrogenase. The optimum potential coincides with the standard poten-
tial of the co-enzyme couple NAD+/NADH+ (nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide),
allowing speculation about a co-enzyme regeneration. However, this explanation is
not convincible because of the very low measured Coulombic efficiency. Similar
“window” effect was observed for the same biotransformation but in galvanostatic
mode [77].

3.3.2 Biodegradation of 1,2-dichloroethane

This xenobiotic is frequently used in present practice as solvent, precursor for
vinyl chloride and polyvinyl chloride production. Its biodegradation is usually
accomplished by Xanthobacter strains, according to the following oxidative pathway
[78]:

CH2Cl� CH2Cl
1, 2‐dichloroethane

! H2CCl� CH2OH
1‐chloroethanol

! H2CCl� CHO
chloroactealdehyde

! H2CCl� COO�
chloroacetate

! CH2OH� COO�
glycolate

(4)

The ability of microbes to degrade this pollutant is limited at higher concentra-
tions because of substrate inhibition and the accumulation of inhibitory intermedi-
ates, i.e. 1-chloroethanol, 1-chloroacetaldehyde and monochloroacetic acid. The
idea was to enhance the intermediate reactions of oxidation and hence to remove
the possible inhibitors as much as possible. Therefore, constant electric field for
anodic oxidation was applied [79].

Experimental results on chloride release with and without application of electric
field are shown in Figure 6. The results for the reference experiment with no
electric field showed, that at higher substrate concentrations only one chlorine atom
was released i.e. complete dechlorination was not attained. This fact corresponds to

Figure 6.
Time profiles for chloride release for reference experiment and at constant electric field. Initial 1,2-DCE
concentration 0.136 M.
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the detected accumulation of 1-chloroethanol in the broth. When constant electric
field was applied the chloride release was practically complete. In this case 1-
chloroethanol was not detected in the broth. The optimum anode potential was
0.80 V/S.H.E. Then, a practically complete biodegradation took place even at high
initial 1,2-DCE concentrations, up to 0.14 g dm�3. At higher concentrations, e.g.
0.2 g dm�3, only one chlorine atom was released, even when electric current was
applied, possibly due to the dominating inhibition effects.

It was also observed that the effect of the electric field was not associated only
with electrochemical process because of the very low Coulombic efficiencies,
calculated from the electric current, being microampere-hours of the order of
magnitude [80].

3.3.3 Phenol biodegradation

Phenol and its derivatives are considered as some of the most dangerous organic
pollutants released into the environment due to human activity. Various methods
have been applied to reduce its concentration in the waste streams to acceptable and
harmless levels. In microbial degradation of phenol under aerobic conditions, the
process is initiated by oxygenation, in which the aromatic ring is initially
monohydroxylated at an ortho-position to the pre-existing hydroxyl group to form
catechol by a monooxygenase phenol hydroxylase. Further, catechol is oxidized
with o-benzoquinone formation [80] or to a cleavage of the benzene ring.

Depending on the type of strain, the catechol can undergo a ring cleavage that
can occur either at ortho-position or at meta-position thus initiating the meta-path-
way that leads to the formation of pyruvate and acetaldehyde, as suggested by
Sridevi et al. [81].

The effects of constant electric fields on phenol biodegradation were studied by
Ailijiang et al. [82], Dehghani et al. [83], Zhou et al. [84] and Beschkov et al. [85]. It
was found in [85] that there is an optimum anode potential at which the specific
bacterial growth rate for the strain Pseudomonas putida and its biodegrading ability
are higher at anode potential of 0.8 V/S.H.E. corresponding to the standard redox
potential for phenol oxidation [85]. The tests on enzyme activities for phenol
hydrolase and 1,2-catechol dioxygenase showed that they are the best at the same
potential. These data showed that only the ortho-pathway of benzene ring cleavage
takes place. Still it appears that the effect of constant electric field is tends to be due
to an effect on the enzyme activities rather than to electrochemical oxidation on the
anode.

3.3.4 Bacterial denitrification

The essence of electrolytic stimulation of microbial degradation of nitrate con-
sists in the microbial process in an electric field. The assumption was to facilitate the
microbial activity by cathode production of hydrogen, which is a strong nitrate
reducer [86–88]. Besides the galvanostatic mode of operation, there is a possibility
to modify the bacterial activity by electrochemical stimulation under potentiostatic
conditions [88]. Some results are shown in Figure 7. The advantage of the bioelec-
tric stimulation is obvious. The optimum cathode potential (0.01 V/S.H.E.) coin-
cides with the standard redox potential of the reaction:

NO�
3 þH2Oþ 2e� ! NO�

2 þ 2OH� (5)

The reference experimental results showed that there was practically no elec-
trochemical abiotic reduction of nitrate. However, again the Coulombic efficiency
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of this denitrification process is much lesser than the one corresponding to the
chemical analyses. The biochemical stimulation effect of the electric field was
confirmed by Field et al. [89] by electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, showing
that the effect of enhanced microbial denitrification is the reduced activation
energy of the reaction (5), i.e. due to changes in the active site of the enzyme nitrate
reductase.

The strong denitrification effect of the constant electric field was confirmed for
bacteria of the strain Pseudomonas denitrificans immobilized on a support of copoly-
mer of acrylonitrile and acrylamide [90]. The effect of constant electric field is
evident in continuous stirred tank reactor with immobilized cells, Figure 8. The
break through dilution rate Dr = Q/V is more than twice higher than for control
experiment without electric field.

One of the most valuable result of these studies is the fact that the bacteria can
reduce nitrate to molecular nitrogen at much higher initial concentrations (up to
300 mg dm�3) when electric field is applied, whereas without electric field the
concentration upper limit for successful process is below 100 mg dm�3. The

Figure 7.
Comparison of microbial denitrification by Pseudomonas denitrificans at cathode potential of 0.232 V/S.H.
E. with control experiment. (⋄) – Control experiment; (•) – Process at constant electric field. Initial nitrate
concentration, 80 mg dm�3.

Figure 8.
Comparison of the performance of CSTR for bacterial denitrification by immobilized cells of Pseudomonas
denitrificans with and without constant electric field. Cathode potential 0.01 V/S.H.E. initial nitrate
concentration – 300 mg dm�3. Solid line, (■) – no electric field; dashed line (□) – With electric field,
E = � 0.08 V/S.H.E. The horizontal dotted line denotes the dilution rates of 90% nitrate reduction.
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strongest effect on nitrate and nitrite reduction is observed at cathode potential
range from �0.1 to 0.1 V/S.H.E. Another important feature is the much higher flow
rates of substrate feeds attainable when electric field is applied.

It was confirmed by experiments with cell free extract of Pseudomonas
denitrificans after ultrasonic cell disintegration, that both nitrate reductase and
nitrite reductase are stimulated significantly by the constant electric field at the
similar cathode potential, namely 0.01 V/S.H.E., cf. [91].

There are recent studies to indicate the scientific interest toward this bioelectro-
chemical process [92, 93].

3.3.5 Electrostimulation of carbon dioxide conversion to methane and chemicals

There are efforts to recycle carbon dioxide into methane by MEC process
[94–96]. First, carbon dioxide is stripped by alkaline absorption, by sodium
hydroxide aqueous solution and afterwards passed through a MEC with
methanogenic microbes in the cathode compartment. There bicarbonate ions are
converted there into methane by some of the following reactions [97, 98]:

HCO�
3 þ 9Hþ þ 8e� ! CH4 þ 3H2O (6)

HCO�
3 þ 4H2 þHþ ! CH4 þ 3H2O (7)

CH3COO� þH2O ! CH4 þHCO�
3 (8)

Various compounds can be used as electron donors, thus allowing to couple
carbon dioxide recycling with additional wastewater treatment. Another new
approach is to enhance methane production at anaerobic digestion by bioelectro-
chemical stimulation [94, 98, 99]. The effect consists in the easy removal or degra-
dation of the excessive amounts of volatile fatty acids, e.g. propionic and butyric
acids and to attain stable methanogenic process [94].

There are also efforts to reduce bioelectrochemically carbon dioxide to simple
organic compounds [100, 101]. However, all these methods require energy input,
loading the atmosphere with new amounts of carbon dioxide. An elegant solution
will be to recycle carbon dioxide in new fuel cells using CO2 as oxidizer and aqueous
solutions of organic pollutants as a fuel. Hence, the benefit will be triple: removing
carbon emissions from air, production of value-added organic compounds, thus
saving fossil raw materials and cleaning wastewater at the same time.

All these achievements, as well as many more show serious challenges for
further development of bioelectrochemistry in the biorefinery concept and con-
tribute to the remedy the effects of the carbon emissions on climate change.

4. Conclusions

After reviewing the available literature on microbial fuel cells and microbial
electrolysis the following conclusions can be drawn.

There are attractive challenges to use microbes to assist electric power genera-
tion during wastewater treatment by combining water purification with energy
production. Although the power densities are rather low, the process is promising
because of the lower energy demand compared to the traditional wastewater treat-
ment technologies. Moreover, the generated energy can partially supply the equip-
ment with energy. The purification rate of wastewater is promising even at low
power production and Coulombic efficiency because of the lower energy demand
compared to the traditional aerated process.
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The microbial activities accompanied by redox processes can be used for energy
saving in some electrolytic processes in the so-called microbial electrolysis cells. For
example, hydrogen production by water splitting can be assisted by microbial
processes with higher efficiency and lower energy consumption compared to tradi-
tional electrolysis.

The combination of fermentation redox processes with constant electric field
can facilitate various microbial redox processes by stimulating enzyme catalysis
under specific conditions, like fixed values of the electrode potential.

Bioelectrochemical effects can make it possible to recycle carbon dioxide to fuels
and value-added chemicals.

All these applications will have practical use after increasing the process effi-
ciencies and productivity. Higher power generation for MFC and lower energy
consumption for MEC compared to the traditional processes must be attained. For
this purpose, different approaches must be tested. On the one hand, suitable elec-
trogenic microbes must be sought and applied for each particular case. On the other
hand, highly active catalysts have to be invented and new designs of fuel cells,
microbial electrolysis cells and appropriate electrodes must be developed.
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Abstract

The energy generation without causing environmental pollution is a unique 
idea to make a better survival for human beings. In this regard, microbial fuel cells 
(MFCs) have been considered to be eco-friendly and efficient technology to pro-
duce renewable energy. The operations and functioning of MFCs technology were 
affected by many factors but the electrodes are the most essential and significant 
aspects in MFCs. Moreover, a wide variety of electrodes and MFCs configurations 
have been developed to enhance the electrochemical performance of MFCs. The 
carbon materials (graphite, graphene etc.) were commonly used for the electrode 
fabrication, due to some unique properties such as high conductivity, good thermal 
stability, high surface area, good mechanical power etc. In this chapter, different 
electrode materials, used for anode fabrication were summarized to reveal the 
performance/efficiency toward the generation of electricity. Finally, the electro-
chemical characterizations tool, current challenges, and future perspectives of the 
electrode in MFCs were discussed briefly.

Keywords: Microbial fuel cells, Anode electrodes, Energy, Electrochemical 
characterizations, Anode oxidation

1. Introduction

Due to the increasing worldwide population, industries, etc. the commercial, 
and domestic demands of energy are on their rising trends. The rapidly growing 
population and industrialization have carried out a vast influence on environment 
contamination such as water, air pollution [1]. Therefore, it has been essential to 
overcome the energy demand without environmental pollution. In past decades, 
wastewater was considered as an efficient source for generation of energy. Hence, 
there is a crucial need to introduce a method by improving energy recovery from 
water resources without high expenditure. To respond to this inefficiency, the 
scientific community introduced a new method called microbial fuel cells (MFCs), 
considered as the most economical and environmentally stable process. Logan et al. 
[2] defined the MFCs as a most prospective approach to generate energy along with 
treatment of wastewater by using microbes as catalysts. Similarly, Nikhil et al. [3] 
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studied that the MFCs have the capability to generate electricity along with the 
treatment of wastewater and raised it to be an ideal solution for energy and water 
issues. Usually, MFCs presented extensive advantages as compared to other conven-
tional techniques such as less activated sludge produced from wastewater, energy 
input is not present for aeration and the system works at various pH, temperature 
and substrate to generate electricity through using microorganism electro-catalyst. 
Despite all developments in MFCs, even an ideal improvement in power density 
was observed earlier but still practical application has not been implemented in the 
market due to the less electric efficiency. There are several factors such as electrodes 
(anode & cathode), incolumn source, proton exchange membrane, MFCs scale, 
design and organic substrate etc. which directly affect the operation of MFCs 
[4]. Moreover, the MFCs have two basic types of electrodes in the system such as 
anode and cathode system. In all factors, one of the most important aspects is the 
electrode material, particularly anode electrode and its working efficiency. The 
lower transportation rate of electrons becomes a major problem which decreases 
the electric performance of the MFCs. In early stage, a large variety of electrodes 
(activated carbon cloth, carbon felt, cloth, rod, mesh, fiber, paper, brushes, 3D 
graphite, glassy carbon, granular graphite, graphite block, graphite felt, reticulated 
vitreous carbon and graphite oxide) have been widely studied which were made 
using different materials [5]. Both types of electrodes play a significant role in the 
performance of the system but regarding in terms of functionality, anode attracted 
a lot of attention by researchers [6].

Furthermore, the organic substrate is oxidized by electrochemical active 
microbes usually known as exoelectrogens which are present on the surface of 
anode. The exoelectrogens produce the electrons/protons and significantly reduce 
the toxic effect of pollutants from wastewater. The redox reaction is thermody-
namically significant, releasing electrons by microbes’ stream from anode toward 
the cathode electrode through the provided outside circuit, and thus producing 
electricity. Therefore, it is not difficult to say that the MFCs performance depends 
on efficiency of the electrode material (anode and cathode material) [7, 8]. 
Furthermore, to promote the rate of organic substrate oxidation at the surface 
of anode electrode, a significant development is required for anode material to 
increase the electron transportation. The high oxidation rate led to the high genera-
tion of electrons which can travel toward the cathode so an efficient medium (anode 
material) can effectively transfer the electrons from anode to cathode chamber. 
Recently, Yaqoob et al. [7] reported the modified graphene/polyaniline nanocom-
posite as anode vs. graphite as cathode in MFCs to enhance electron transporta-
tion. A.A.Y. et al. reported the 87.71 mA m−2 current density which was higher as 
compared to simple graphite anode. In another study, Yaqoob et al. [8] also proved 
that the modification of anode electrodes can bring high electron transfer which led 
to high performance of MFCs. A.A.Y. et al. also used the graphene/ZnO composite 
as anode and reported 142.98 mA m−2 current density. In the previous literature, 
ElMekawy et al. [9] studied the graphene-based electrodes (anode & cathode) 
and compared the performance in terms of electricity. The highest achieved power 
density was reported as 4 W m−2 by using graphene-based anode electrodes vs. 
carbon brushes as cathode. Similarly, modified cathode (graphene-based) was 
offered with a power density as 3.5 W m−2. Therefore, this comparatively higher 
power density by graphene modified anode, was considered more efficient as 
compared to graphene-modified cathode. The reason for higher power density in 
case of graphene modified anode is due to the high electron transportation toward 
cathode. While in graphene-based cathode the energy was low due to poor rate of 
electron transportation from anode. Therefore, the generated electron required 
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an effective anode material to transfer the electrons rapidly toward the cathode. 
Moreover, the authors also proposed that graphene anode modification is more 
important than the cathode electrode to get better performance. The anode material 
braked the progress of MFCs at practical application due to low conductive mate-
rial, bacterial toxicity, corrosive and cost issues. The significant value, role of anode 
and above-mentioned issues urge the utilization of highly conductive material as 
anode material to overcome these problems. Generally, some properties such as high 
surface area, high conductivity, biocompatibility, cost effectiveness, high mechani-
cal and thermal stability are essential required parameters for high performance 
of anode electrode [9]. To overcome these current challenges, the utilization of 
high-performance material will be considered as a great idea. Although the materi-
als used mostly are carbon-based, less effort seems to develop graphene and its 
derivatives-based electrodes. Therefore, the present chapter describes the role and 
working mechanism of anode oxidation in MFCs. Presently, several efforts are still 
ongoing to improve the anode material as electrodes for high performance related 
to MFCs. Moreover, this chapter will be proved very useful for the researcher to 
develop an idea for further improvement regarding anode electrodes. However, the 
basic required properties and future recommendations for high performance anode 
are briefly summarized in this article.

2. Working mechanism of microbial fuel cells via anode oxidation

Many microbial species are well known exoelectrogens in MFCs and they can 
oxidize the organic substrate to produce the electron and proton. The Aeromonas 
hydrophila, Shewanella spp. Geobacter spp., Clostridium butyricum Enterococcus 
gallinarum and Rhodoferax ferrireducens are mostly reported exoelectrogens in MFCs 
studies [10, 11]. Some bacterial species such as Geobacter species also have the ability 
for electron generation properties [10–12]. For example, Geobacter based biofilms 
can work as transistors and supercapacitors due to the conductive phenomenon. 
The exoelectrogens can also pass and produce electrons, and this production of cur-
rent is generated because of their respiration phenomenon. Usually, the anode is not 
part of the ordinary aquatic environment; so, microbes typically act as a transfer-
ence medium for electrons to insoluble natural electron acceptors [13]. Throughout 
the reduction of pollutants, the pili of Geobacter are vigorously voiced. The 
microbes are ascribed to anode electrodes and produce the biofilms. The microbes 
are responsible to transfer the electrons toward the anode surface as compared to 
natural insoluble mediators as electron acceptors. In microbial metabolism and 
bioelectrogenesis, organic substrates comprising carbohydrates are generally used 
in MFCs. These carbohydrate-based organic substrate molecules generate the acetyl 
coenzyme A by entering into the glycolysis process and further respective ways. 
This acetyl coenzyme A enters the tricarboxylic acid cycle (Kreb’s cycle). All these 
processes take place in the cytoplasm and one complete round of Krebs cycle gener-
ate three molecules of reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) and one 
molecule of reduced flavin adenine dinucleotide (FADH2) with CO2 as a by-product 
[14–16]. To generate the adenosine triphosphate (an energy carrier molecule), the 
NADH and FADH2 act as electron transporters, and then they permit their electrons 
toward the electron transport chain (ETC). The ETC operates in the cell membrane 
(inner and outer membranes and periplasm) and these electrons move through con-
sequent protein channels (NADH dehydrogenase, ubiquinone, coenzyme Q , and 
cytochromes) of the ETC and lastly captured by electron acceptors [17]. Later, they 
were transferred to the cathode electrode from the anode via an external circuit. 
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This entire cycle produces approximately 34 adenosine triphosphate molecules and 
H2O from the carrier molecules as shown in Figure 1.

In this process, the electrons are transferred from bacteria to anode electrode 
through following mechanisms; (i) through redox-active proteins (ii) through 
soluble electron shuttling molecules (iii) through conductive pili and, (iv) through 
direct interspecies transfer mechanism [10]. However, the most dominant mecha-
nism is assigned for electron transfer via conductive pili because they behave and 
show metal-like conductivity as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. 
Mechanism of electron transfer from microbes to anode electrode. (Adapted from Yaqoob et al. [8] reference 
with Elsevier permission.)

Figure 1. 
Mechanism of electron transfer from bacterial cell to anode. (Adapted from Yaqoob et al. [8] reference with 
Elsevier permission.)
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3. Required properties of anode

One part which could be significantly studied to analyze the energy generation 
output from MFCs operation, is the anode material. The selection of material for 
an ideal anode is also a promising challenge in terms of electron generation, trans-
formation, and bacterial adhesion. However, for an ideal anode, it must have few 
significant properties. Many studies are present to increase the energy production 
by using several types of material such as conventional carbon-based materials, 
metal-based and conducting polymer or composite etc. [18, 19]. Although the 
selection criteria for the anode are different from cathode electrodes because anode 
electrodes are in direct contact with microbes. Therefore, some important param-
eters are summarized here as follows.

3.1 Electrical conductivity

The electrical conductivity of the material is considered as the most essential 
factor to serve as anode in MFCs operation. During operation, the electrons and 
protons were released by microbes which resulted as a consequence of respiration. 
Different mechanisms were employed to transfer the electrons from microbes to 
anode as shown in Figure 2. Three methods are essentially employed to transfer 
the electrons from microbes to anode (i) direct electron transfer via conductive pili 
(ii) electron transfer through redox-active proteins molecules (iii) use of electron 
shuttles to transfer electrons. However, released electrons moved from anode to 
cathode via an external circuit. The high conductive material helps to increase the 
flow of electrons and exhibit less resistance. The highly electrically conductive 
material reduces the resistance, which is according to Ohm’s law, current is inversely 
proportional to resistance. The rapid flow of electrons is, because high conductive 
material provides a chance to release electrons to remain closer to the nucleus which 
generates a band where material acts as an open highway. While simultaneously, the 
interfacial impedance must be less between analyte and electrode to enhance the 
electron transfer during the process [14, 20].

3.2 Porosity and surface area

The surface area of the anode electrode carried out a direct effect on the perfor-
mance of MFCs. The large surface area can offer better opportunities to microbial 
species for their growth and respiration effectively at the surface of anode. The 
anode’s material porosity effects the catalytic activities of the microbes. The 
microbes were successfully immobilized on the surface of the anode material and 
produce the electron via oxidation of organic substrate. The electron harvesting 
was carried out in presence of ohmic losses. The internal resistance and ohmic 
losses of the system could be reduced by improving the anode surface area. The 
internal resistance is directly proportional to the ohmic losses of MFCs, so by 
increasing the surface area, the resistance will be reduced as stated by Chuo et al. 
[10]. The larger surface area of material providing a smooth space for microbes 
to grow and respiration occurred effectively [21]. The electrodes porosity must 
be sustained during operation of MFCs. However, the power generation greatly 
depends on the surface area of anode although high porosity in anodic material 
reduces the conductivity of anode material [21]. Additionally, a high surface 
area offers a more active site, which increases the electrode kinetics. Although 
many conventional carbon-based materials show better surface area, in modern 
trend graphene and its derivatives exhibit higher surface area than conventional 
carbon-based material.
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3.3 Biocompatibility

The biocompatibility of anode is also very important in MFCs operation for 
better outcomes in terms of energy production. The produced microbes are in direct 
contact with the surface of anode. If the anodic material is not biocompatible with 
microbial growth, then the generation of electrons will be decreased. Moreover, 
there are several anode materials which show cytotoxicity and might reduce the 
microbial healthy growth on the surface of the material. The substantial potential 
and energy losses carried out due to absence of healthy compatibility of microbes 
with the anodic electrodes [22, 23].

3.4 Stability of electrode

The oxidizing and reducing atmosphere may lead to decomposition and distend 
of anode in MFCs. Although, the excellent roughness of surface increases durability 
while it might enhance the probabilities of fouling, thus may reduce the long-term 
stability of material. Therefore, both types of electrodes (anode & cathode) must 
highly show durability and stability in both the basic and acidic nature of the 
environment. In comprehensive, anode material always has direct contact with 
inoculated microbes and organic substrates which might lead to higher damage 
of the anode. It entirely disturbs the physical integrity of anode. Therefore, the 
hydrophobic-based material is preferable to minimize this mentioned effect. The 
electrode’s stability is constrained through moieties which are engaged in material 
pores and reduce the space for microbial growth. The rough surface of electrodes 
is preferred for detaching the H2O molecules and giving more area to microbes for 
their sustainability. However, optimized surface roughness and toughness of elec-
trodes are required to enhance the performance of MFCs and minimize the adverse 
fouling effect [21, 24]. Furthermore, chemical, thermal, and physical stability are 
also important parameters for an ideal anode to work more effectively.

3.5 Availability and cost of electrode

The cost and easy availability of material for electrodes are also very important 
parameters and play an important role in selection of anode material. The availabil-
ity with lower cost along with all above mentioned properties are considered as an 
ideal material for electrodes. The cost and availability of materials make the MFCs 
unsuitable at large scale. For practical applications of MFCs, low cost, highly stable 
and easily accessible materials are required. For example, nanocomposites consist-
ing of Pt, Au etc. are highly expensive and non-sustainable materials. However, 
metal oxide composite with other materials such as carbon-based polymers might 
be a substitute to decrease the cost of material. The availability issue can be over-
come by synthesizing the metal oxide and carbon-based material through green 
synthesis methods by using waste material. Moreover, green synthesized compos-
ites also exhibit good biocompatible, better stability and easy availability which 
helps to enhance the life of MFCs operation [25].

4. Material for anode electrode

The performance of MFCs and economic possibility are vitally related with 
progresses in anode materials. The anode electrodes have expressively impacted 
on formation of biofilm and transfer of electrons between electron acceptor and 
microbes. Several types of materials are reported earlier for the fabrication of anode 
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for MFCs and achieved significant results, due to having the excellent properties 
as mentioned-above [4, 5, 9, 11]. Most familiar and used material is carbon-based, 
metal/metal oxide-based and conducting polymers which carry substantial out-
comes, and some recent data are summarized in Table 1.

4.1 Carbon-based anode material

The carbon derivatives are most often used as anode electrode due to their high 
conductivity, excellent electrons transfer kinetics, good biocompatibility, reason-
able chemical activity, mechanical and thermal stability. The carbon derivatives 
offer a good prospect to enhance the performance of MFCs with minimum/eco-
nomic cost. Mostly used carbon derivatives are reticulated vitreous carbon, carbon 
paper, glassy carbon, carbon rod, carbon felt, carbon fiber, carbon cloth, activated 
carbon cloth, carbon brushes, graphite felt, graphite paper, 3D graphite, graphitic 
granular and graphene oxide powder [45]. Recently, graphite and its derivatives 
such as graphite rod, plate, sheet, cloth, or paper are commonly used because 
graphite material is more valuable than simple carbon types. The graphite material 
is very rigid, brittle, thin and so far, non-toxic material. The graphite material got 
much attention before, but later the scientific community found some drawback 
of this material which makes the MFCs unsuitable at higher scale i.e., low surface 
area and high porosity. These factors inhibit the healthier microbial growth on the 
surface of anode to generate the electron more rapidly [46]. Similarly, the same 
disadvantage is reported in case of simple carbon sheets and carbon cloth-based 
anodes. However, the activated carbon cloth and carbon fiber offer much better 
results than other conventional carbons due to reasonable surface area and better 
adsorption at anode [47]. Wang et al. [48] studied the carbon mesh as anode in 
MFCs which is cheaper than commercial carbons and exhibited reasonable cur-
rent density. Zhu et al. [49] studied the graphite felt as anode and achieved the 
385 W m−3 power density which was considered much better due to the effect of 
organic substrate. Therefore, there is still not enough energy efficiency to take the 
MFCs to industrial scale. Furthermore, carbon was employed in packing form to 
increase the electrode surface area for better growth of microbes [50]. The graphitic 
material also available in packing form and graphite packed granules showed low 
porosity in material but suffered from clogging which may be projected as another 
problem in this material [51]. Furthermore, the results were also based on charge 
storage efficiency and energy generation by using a single carbon-based granule. 
For example, the activated carbon granule stored the charges in electric double 
layer form which usually corresponds to enhancing the anode performance. The 
activated carbon-based granule produces 0.6 mA current by acting as anode. The 
discharge/charge mechanism shows that the activated carbon granules produce 
1.3–2 times extra charge than graphitic granules. Furthermore, Zhang et al. [52] 
also studied graphite brushes as an anode with specific 5cm2 diameter. The achieved 
power density was 1430 mW/m2 which is better than conventional carbons anodes. 
Yazdi et al. [53] extensively reviewed the literature of the carbon-based material as 
anode electrode for MFCs. The literature showed that the modern carbon material 
known as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and its modification showed cellular toxic-
ity against the microbial community during operation. On the other hand, the 
carbon allotrope called graphene and its derivatives have attracted much attention 
recently as electrode material in MFCs. The graphene derivatives showed excellent 
biocompatibility, flexibility, conductivity, mechanical robustness, specific surface 
area, chemical inertness and stability. The commercial graphene derivatives such 
as graphene oxide is expensive to use as anode but according to Huggins et al. 
[54] it was less expensive comparatively to waste-derived graphene derivatives. 
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The conclusion demonstrated that the biomass-derived material as anode can offer 
efficient performance in MFCs at reasonable cost. At the moment, to synthesize 
the graphene derivatives from waste materials, one of the most commonly used 
methods was Hummer methods [55]. However, so far very little effort seems in this 
direction to use waste material as electrodes for MFCs as shown in Figure 3.

4.2 Metal/metal oxide-based anode

The metal/metal oxide can offer high electrochemical performance in MFCs as 
anode, but metal corrosion limits the applications to use as anode. Silver, nickel, 
titanium, gold, copper, copper, aluminum etc. all metallic strips can be serving 
as electrodes and offer better outcomes. Metallic material carries a higher rate of 
conduction than other materials and thus, metal-based materials flew the electron 
faster which help to enhance energy generation [56–58]. The metallic electrode also 
showed high electrical conductivity, good mechanical stability and so far, biocom-
patibility for a short time. For example, Yamashita and Yokoyama, [59] studied the 
effect of molybdenum as in case of anode and achieved 1296 W m−2 power density. 
Metal has exclusive and remarkable properties, but still it is not broadly employed 
as electrode due to corrosion effect and absence of strong bacterial adhesion. 
The metal-based electrodes showed very less biocompatibility toward microbes, 
after some time of operation the metal started getting corrosion which is a serious 
threat to microbe’s life. Nitisoravut et al. [60] studied the stainless steel as anode 
to enhance the energy out but after some time the achieved power density was 
23 mW m−2 due to presence of poor microbial adhesion. Moreover, diverse dimen-
sional biocompatible aspects of metal oxides such as vertical 3D porous structure 
of metal oxide (TiO2) sheets, can offer a great active surface area, which increases 
the electron movement and molecular diffusion during MFCs operation. To some 
extent, the metal oxide offers a better electron transfer rate and good microbial 
adhesion. Firdous et al. [61] studied the TiO2 based anode rod to treat the vegetable 
oil industries wastes and produced 5839 mV maximum voltage with 90% removal 
of chemical oxygen demand. The metal or metal oxide composite with other materi-
als is a promising technique to overcome many types of issues such as cost, bio-
compatibility, stability, and conductivity. There are several methods to synthesize 

Figure 3. 
Systematic demonstration of graphene-based anode fabrication for MFCs by using waste. (Reproduced from 
Yaqoob et al. [18] with Elsevier permission.)
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the metal oxide by using the green synthesis method without any environmental 
hazard [21, 24]. So, a better idea would be to synthesize the metal oxide by using 
waste material for fabrication of anode and preferably to prepare composite with 
carbon-based material to enhance the performance of MFCs.

4.3 Conducting polymer material

The conductive polymer such as polycarbazole, polyaniline, poly-co-o-aminophe-
nol, polypyrrole, polythiophene, etc. also one of the sources to fabricate the anode. 
Can act as anode due to having excellent electrical conductivity properties. The con-
ductive polymers are providing significant outcomes through modification processes 
with other materials such as carbon-based, metal/metal oxide. For example, the poly-
aniline modification with carbon cloth showed better energy output as compared 
to unmodified material [62]. Similarly, Pandit et al. [63] studied the polyaniline 
coating on graphite felt and employed as anode to achieve 2.9 W m−3 power density, 
the obtained result was not good due to lack of other parameters such as organic 
substrate, concentration etc. The polypyrrole was considered as a potential material 
which exhibited 452 mW m−2 power density when modified on the surface of carbon 
paper [64]. The polypyrrole can enter a microbe cell membrane and transfer the 
electron by employing a metabolic pathway. Therefore, conductive polymer compos-
ites can bring a great revolution to increase the efficiency of anode. Dumitru et al. 
[65] studied the polyaniline/CNTs and polypyrrole/CNTs nanocomposites as anode. 
The CNTs/polypyrrole and CNTs/polyaniline nanocomposite showed 167.8 mW m−2 
and 202.3 mW m−2 which is higher than unmodified CNTs. The observed pure CNT 
power density was 145.2 mW m−2. The conclusion showed that the polymer modifi-
cation with CNTs decreased the cellular toxicity effect of CNTs toward the microbial 
community. This reason led to higher energy efficiency of MFCs. The synergistic 
effect of CNT/conducting polymers shows high electrochemical applications. This 
is an emerging and promising research direction to fabricate the polymeric-based 
composite as anode in MFCs. Some mostly utilized metal-based, carbon-based, and 
conductive polymer-based materials are shown in Figure 4.

3D, Three dimensional; CNT, Carbon nanotubes; r GO, Reduced graphene 
oxide; PANI, Polyaniline; PPy, Polypyrrole; Pt, Platinum; GNRs, Graphene 
nanoribbons; CP, carbon paper; Ti, Tanium; TiO2, Titanium oxide; SnO2, Tin oxide.

Figure 4. 
Mostly used anode electrodes (1) carbon paper (2) carbon mesh (3) graphite rod (4) platinum mesh (5) carbon 
brushes (6) carbon felt (7) carbon fiber (8) reticulated vitrified carbon (9) graphitic granular (10) different 
metal electrode strips. (Adapted from Yaqoob et al. [17] with MDPI permission).
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5. Characterization tools

The study of MFCs can be performed by using different types of analytical, 
surface, biochemical, spectroscopic, and bioelectrochemical characterization 
methods [66]. The morphological (surface) properties analyzed characterization 
methods, for example, fluorescent microscopy, scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM), confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) are very convenient in 
investigation of the microbial biofilm growth around the surface of anode. To 
understand the biofilm density, growth patterns, thickness, size and heterogene-
ity of the biofilm, electrochemical cauterizations are required. They are also 
suitable in reviewing the electrode porosity and membrane-based materials 
which were used in MFCs. The organic substrate application, product configura-
tion and extracellular-based mediators in the MFCs and anolyte can be sensed 
and studied by a diversity of spectroscopic, biochemical, and electrochemical 
approaches [67]. The biochemical approaches e.g., redox mediator assesses are 
measurable and assistance in measurement the redox mediator’s concentration, 
while spectroscopic systems such as HPLC, LC–MS and UV–VIS, are also vastly 
valuable in classifying and then computing the chemical classes. On the other 
hand, the electrochemical methods like differential pulse voltammetry (DPV), 
linear sweep voltammetry (LSV), cyclic voltammetry (CV), are qualitative 
techniques. They help in classifying the mechanisms which are liable for electron 
shuttling in current peaks form on their changeable electrochemical actions. The 
CV has been widely used in biological-fuel cells characterization where the medi-
ated electron transference is the main mechanism of electron transportation. 
The Shewanella sp. secretion (flavins) and the extracellular electron transference 
have been acknowledged via CV and their meditations were then calculated by 
means of chromatographic techniques. Gradually, study based on alternative 
electrochemical methods, specifically electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 
(EIS), is today being employed. In voltammetry, through imposing possible 
phases or curves, the electrode is determined to a disorder from symmetry and 
the answer will be detected which a fleeting signal is frequently. Though, in 
EIS, the scheme is disconcerted with an irregular current of minor magnitude 
and the method follows the steady state. Additionally, the important benefit of 
impedance analysis is that the method is non-destructive or non-intrusive [68]. 
It can be achieved in the working MFCs without troubling the arrangement, 
while other characterization apparatuses deliberated above need the MFCs to be 
concerned and the products are being calm for succeeding analyses. Later, EIS is 
investigated in a stable state of bioelectrochemical method wherever the analyses 
are done without changing the current–voltage characters of the fuel cell system 
[69]. EIS has also been extensively studied in different zones of bioelectrochemi-
cal investigation such as fuel cells and corrosion. Moreover, EIS is a valuable tool 
to examine the influence of diverse internal resistances to the total impedance 
of the MFCs.

6. Current challenges and future perspectives

The MFCs received a lot of attention in the modern era and offered significant 
results. There are some modern challenges which still need attention for high 
electrochemical performance. The utilization of conventional electrodes has failed 
to improve the electric efficiency in terms of MFCs. There are various challenges 
related with anodes which create a hurdle in the case of MFCs applications at a 
commercial scale:
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i. Anode materials should be economically stable for MFCs practical applica-
tions. So, making a cost-effective anode material is considered a modern 
challenge. For example, the high conductive graphene can offer significant 
results, but the cost of graphene exceed the economic feasibility of the 
approach. To address this problem, the effort should be on waste derived 
highly conductive materials (such as graphene, its composite with metal 
oxides/polymers) and formulate it according to the required anode design/
architecture. The waste-derived resources are a virtuous source for fabricat-
ing the modified updated carbon-based anode [70].

ii. The anode development also faced another issue which is related to the 
binder material. It is very significant for material fabrication in any required 
shape. The binder selection is an important step for a researcher because this 
material is used to improve the properties of material, as better cohesive and 
firm. It is necessary to find further appropriate and economically favorable 
binders for development of the anode electrodes [71]. The binder played a 
vital role in composite anode because it was the capability of binder which 
binds the two materials very effectively and as a result enhanced the electron 
transportation rate. According to our knowledge, there is no wide-range 
study on the material as binders for fabrication of electrodes.

iii. The design (foam, sheet, brushes, rod, cloth,), size (length and width) of 
anode electrodes are very significant parts in the fabrication process. The 
enough surface area, conductivity, electrode spacing, of anode electrode are 
answerable for electron transportation from the anode in MFCs. The proper 
designing according to the MFCs setup drawing is very critical. The proper 
and feasible size and design can bring to the effective outcomes [72]. The high 
surface area can offer better opportunities to microbes for their respiration.

iv. Furthermore, to enhance the conductivity for the anode electrodes, the modi-
fication steps are very important in MFCs particularly in improving the power 
generation. Though, the appropriate mechanisms are still indistinguishable. 
Researchers must find a further appropriate mechanism for alterations in 
anodes which can be carried out more professionally. The modification refers 
to the composite-based anodes i.e., graphene/metal oxide, graphene/poly-
mers, metal oxide/polymers, CNTs/metal oxide, CNTs/polymer [73]. The 
modern composite anode can be ideal to overcome the electron transportation 
issue and can bring the MFCs to the commercial status.

v. Additionally, the anode long-term stability is one of the important aspects 
which decreases the chances of MFCs implementation. Usually, some MFCs 
setup are taking a very long operation such as 4–6 month where the anode 
should be stable to work properly until the end of operation. The stability 
losses might be due to the less stable anode material or utilization of less 
efficiency binder materials [73–76]. Many researchers already reported that 
the stability of anode is a challenging step but still so far there is no proper 
mechanism studied to overcome this issue.

7. Conclusion

This chapter highlights the importance of anode electrode for MFCs. The anode 
electrodes are considered as a main fragment of MFCs approach and for survival of 
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the biocatalyst such as microbial communities. For anode electrode development, 
the important growth is microbial attachment which is usually referred to as biofilm 
development. Substantial energies have been engrossed to raise the electrode 
surface area and conductivity. The high-tech electrode materials lead to the high 
biofilm densities. Additionally, there is still a lack of mechanism for proper devel-
opment of the advanced anodes. Electrode materials are essentially very constant 
in the wastewater atmosphere in the MFCs process for long-term. The highly 
conductive materials such as graphene derivatives, metal oxides composite which 
can be used as anode electrode for better electrochemical performance of MFCs. 
Currently, the anode materials cost problem and indistinct mechanism of modifica-
tion delays the modification approach in MFCs. Hence, cost effective, proper avail-
ability of materials and effective approaches for metal, or polymers nanocomposite 
or carbon-based type anode electrodes should be familiarized to implement MFCs 
applications.
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